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i n teroffice
| | | | memorandum

CC: MFG. STAFF Dept: OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT
BARRY FOLSOM MS: ML12-1/A51 Ext: 2236
SI LYLE EMS: @CORE

TO: ENGINEERING STAFF Date:
From: BELLRDON

SUBJ: JAPAN'S TEAC A SCENARIO OF THINGS TO COME

We'll see competition in the low end and hi end where Japan is
strong. Note this interchange. This is the first of more to come.
We have to change our ways! The up and coming one board, VI/Z is a
chance to show we can compete. Can we ship it by January 1, given we
have a breadboard?

Qur project takes 14 months. We can make TEAC take 14 with lots
of hassle, but they'll slip in 3 months.



Sift™fe.Shy,BarryFeber
io

YKtungsto
VO?PAULBAUERDATESWEDSAUG198111342EST

FROM?SILYLE we:see"CC"DISTRIBUTIONQEPT?<CrGo
EMT?<244-9001>
LOC/MAILSTOP?56>

SUBJECTSRE?REPLACEMENTFORYT278

oaanotbelievearsmoremoneysisreeuired,TEACneveauoterd
2006todasignanaeuttheboardinvroduction,

Let'sgaytheyoretwicessseodthenwechowldbesbhletado2
RXSOboardfor$#136°000.Nowdoesiltoke$2700-13859Ktoteste

Thetwoinraralleliscimele,WeraeTEAC$25:000
reavestedfor10Faotaturesandwerau:rare(still TEACtwiceasgood?$50,006for10erototuresforRXSOboard.Then
wesrend$100°000toevaluateandthendointoeroduction

-

TEAC#25+$100+$46=$1469M>ofDEC$504$100+488=$23RK,
Rather@reroachiswaebelow$700K,

Qurerotlemigwehaverrovecttodo.yobs
:
coststhatnotode

eleeintheindustrywoudsccortsaadthensrendinsgmunths
hasslingbudgebifourususl@prroach.MeettheJ
hevetheeroductonthemerket,
Let'sshowtnetwecendo6wJioblike@comtrollerboard
forreasonabledollarsinrescsonabletime,

"CO"TISTRIBUTION?

BILLAVERYY*GORDONBELL.BUZZBROOKS
MIREGUTTMAN

ATTACHED?MEMOsS?

3

Lt3

Sma,
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TQ: SI LYLE WATE? FRI 31 JUL i981 17:31 EST
FROM? PAUL BAUREFT? ERG GRERATIONS
EXT? 223-6581
LOC/MAIL STOR? 4 BES ee j

SUBJECT? RX02 REPLACEMENT FUR YT278

at
kD I INTERDFFICZ MEMURNUIIUM
KKKOKOKKOOKKOK KOK KK

TO: Si Lele TATE: Sl Jule 1981
FROM? Faul Bauer
TQEFTS SMALL SIOKRAGE SYSTEM
EXT? 3-651
LOC!

SUBJ? RX02 REPLACEMENT FOR VT278

Funding for this comes from your activites, We nave
identified the following sinks and sources,

FYS2 Budget Estimates
Need Source Notes

RX02 rerlace- $700K $750K Gers Coles 1

mente im house Faul Gerdnes

RX02 rerlace- $S00K ? ? 2

le

ments TEAC

RX Fleste to be defined to oe defined Berry Folsorn

Maximum exrosure s1800K

Notes:

1. $900K was originally aveileole. Lounderstend thet it
has been cut beck to $750K.

2, We are aware of mo additional money aveilsble et this
time ta fund e full dual are ar even the come late
in house arrroacn. Mke Gutman hes alerted Gordon to tie
need for additional money if we nave @ full segie bane off.



The estimated budget ascumes we do the Froductauelificetion of the TEAC design. We will ask them to auote
an doing the aualificstion themselves? this mau save someLime and money.

3. Barry nas asked for a 2 drive rackade with rower Cnacomtroller) in BA FYB2. I heve committed to surroart
him and we will meet mext week end start meiling dawn thedetails, I am comeerned that such a reckese can fe easily"slussed* ty any miniflores verdorr, end we won't be apple ta
Suerantee interchange,
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TO: Gordon Bell DATE: 28 May 1981
FROM: Bill Johnson
DEPT: Software Engineering
EXT: 223-3982
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12-3/A62

SUBJ: COMPENSATION FOR DAVE

Here's what we agreed to as approaches for a compensation approach for Dave:

A. Dave would be viewed as equivalent in level (status) to Eng. Staff
members,
comparison to the group. His stock allocation would be handled
similarly. Clearly, the projects Dave will be doing are of

His compensation would be based on performance in

significantly more risk (technical breakthrough) than others. (2-3
year window)

B. In addition to the above we might set a contract for product
delivery and for a level of stock grant given successful completion
(3-7 year window).

C. In addition getting Dave into a DEC paid financial advisory status
is a distinct possibility and very critical.

/ts
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WHAT DO I WANT OUT OF THIS MEETING?

YOUR FULL COMMITMENT T0 KEEP DAVE.1,

AGREEMENT ON NUMBER OF POSITIONS DAVE/HEFF/BJ
APPROVED.

2.

- WANT DAVE TO OFFER TO PEOPLE TOMORROW.

BJ
6/3/81



AGREEMENT ON CHARTER.3,

AGREEMENT ON FUNDING RESPONSIBILITIES.4,

- PROJECT - BJ

- ONGOING-SITE COSTS - BU

- RELOCATION/START-UP - ROSE

DISCUSSION OF A RELOCATION PACKAGE5,

BJ
6/3/81



WHAT I AGREE 10 DO

* KEEP YOU INFORMED.

* GENERATE A HERE-TO-THERE PLAN,

BJ
6/3/81



eo

HERE'S WHAT'S HAPPENING!

LOOKING FOR SITE THIS WEEK (FREEDMAN RECO)

GET COMMITMENT FROM PEOPLE BY JULY 1 (DAVE)

AGREE ON RELOCATION PACKAGE (JUNE 13)

GORDON, LARRY, THEN SHEL

BJ
6/3/81
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TQ? see "TO* DISTRIBUTION

wed TIGN DEROHE

SUBJECT? WEEKLY RX FETESTAL UPDATE

Target
hey Event tate
3 Frote Feb Unes 2 Jaig 81

Build/Evaluate 8 Jule Si
User Doe. Flan B July 81

PEA Control Prints 9 Jule et

S Jule el
Liser Froto's Avail. & Jule 1
Fielq Test Flan 10 Jule 61

20 JuleTAT Comelete

Voacument, Comelete ? Ausust Bl

10 B,O.0. Unies 4 Ausuet 4
LO Field Test Units 7 FAIS el
10 Field Test Units 14 Ausust Bi

LO Installability
Units 21 Ausust $1

First Yolume : hie 1 Oct.81

First Reveune Shir 15 Oct. G1

Flsnned

fiusl(Committed) $1291.00

Quad(Estimated) $2194.00

DATES
FROMS
II E FI T 3

EXT 3

He eo toad
Tate

2 Jude Ol

8 Jule Sl
@usuet Si
Jude 81

9 Jude Gl

9 Jule Ot

15 July 8!

10 August 61

7 Ausust BL

3 fusust Sl
14 August 81

14 August ol

21 Ausuet 81

1 Oct. Bt

15 Oct.e1

Transfer Cost

MOH

Comeleted
Tote

2 July 81

July ol
(Note 1)

9 Jule 31

Jule el
9 Jule ei
to Jude ol
(Note 2)

on sehedule

on schedule
an echedule

on cenedule

on sehedule
on schedule
on schedule

Current

Westfield Mfs.
Transfer

3 AUG 1981
DON TEROME
CRU/MFG ENG
232-2329

LOC/MATL S1Or3

to
coat

13:48 EDT

SC/B3E

Resroneible
Ferson

ie Albena

G. Cole
te Albano

Albsno/Meachain+ Frint Releece

G. Cole
Meacham61

Lamot ne

Lamothe

Lamotna

Lemothe

Lamothe

Cole

dermerete

the week of Ausust 10 1981.



YT278(Committed)$1900.60

Note 1 The slir incurred is mot exeected to cause i t the FRS Gete,
User Tocumemtetion to be aveilsble bs 15 October Bi.

Note The slir in TH4T wes orerator errors. This li H will nateffect the FCS date,
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TO: DON METZGER
GRANT SAVIERS

ec: see "CC" DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT:
EKEKEAE

DATE: TUE 4 AUG 1981 13:51 EST
FROM: PAUL BAUER
DEPT: ENG OPERATIONS
EXT: 223-6581
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML3=3/B91

NTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM*pIGITAL
RRKHAEEH BHE

TO: Grant Saviers
Gary Cole
Dick Leslie
Ken Olsen
Bob Puffer
Herb
Phil G

ec: Gordon Bell
Mike Gutman
Si Lyle
Ron PayneSteve Radoff
Carl Redfield

SUBJ: RX02 REPLACEMENT F

Progress to date o n th

MILESTONES

1. Final Specification Complete

2. Project leader identified
3. Responsible Manufacturing

group identified
4.Buy out team identified

5. Final TEAC bid received
6. Prototype order placed
7. Start evaluation of TEAC drives

8. Product Certification plan
complete

9. Receive TEAC samples

10. Power up in house samples

Date:
From:
DEPT:
EXT:
Loe:

Progress Report #1

gram is as follows:

Project
both

in house

TEAC

TEAC

TEAC

TEAC

in house

3 August 1981
Paul Bauer/Don MetzgerSmall Storage System
3~6581
ML1-3/T62

n
ldman

VT278

ro

Initial
Date

7/31

7/31

7/31

7/31

8/28

9/1

9/1

10/1

12/1

12/1

Present
Date

8/15

done

done

8/15

9/15

9/20

8/15

Who

Bauer

Bauer

Metzger

Bauer,
Lowe

Lowe

Lowe

Bauer,
Lowe

Lowe

Lowe

Bauer



Notes: 1. We have decided to wait for John Kirk to return and include
his inputs into the specification, thereby delaying spec
completion to 8/15.

2. Duncan Power has been installed as in house project leader.
As support engineering supervisor for RX02 for the past
18 months, he has unparalleled knowledge and understandingof the RX02,

3. Storage System will be the responsible manufacturing group.
4, Bill Lowe is on vacation. I will meet with him upon his

return and appoint the buy out team.

5&6. Delayed by our delay in submitting the spec to TEAC,

7. I intend to start in house evaluation of TEAC drive as
soon aS possible.

* A draft product spec has been completed and is being circulated.
Quality Assurance is creating the certification elements of
the specification.

/mpe



"CC" DISTRIBUTION:

*GORDON BELL CARL REDFIELD @5111 GARY COLE @MK12
MIKE GUTMAN SI LYLE KEN OLSEN
RON PAYNE BOB PUFFER HERB SHANZER
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JUL 22 1961 pat
TO: TED WEBBER DATE: MON 20 JUL 1981 13:51 EST

ec: *GORDON BELL
FROM: DAVE KNOLL

BOB LANE @PKXX
DEPT: MFG ADMINISTRATION
EXT: 223-2900

KEN OLSEN LOC/MAIL STOP: ML1-4/P14

SUBJECT: 278 SYSTEM THOUGHTS

The attached memo...

HREHRRRERRERREEEREE
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMDIGITAL

TO:

CC:

SUBJ:

Ted Webber DATE: 20 JUL 1981
FROM: Dave Knoll

Gordon Bell DEPT: Mfg. Admin.
Bob Lane EXT: 223-2900
Ken Olsen LOC/MS: ML1-4/P14

278 SYSTEM THOUGHTS

Briefly, my thoughts are below:

1. Packaging: See my memo of July 1 We should manufacture
one vanila 50 cyele and one vanila 60 cycle version of
the pedestal. We should offer a myriad of options and
configurations to go with the pedestal - all customer
installable and all sold separately through A&SG and
stores. These include things like filters, work holders,
floppy storage, various furniture options, ete. If
people want to buy the pieces, (terminal, RX02, etc.) we

should sell these also but I don't believe that this
version should be the "headliner." Bottom line, at least
until we have smaller, cheaper mass storage, we should
try to have an answer to all the packaging objections
that customers may raise.
Mass Storage: Obviously storage is the single key to
both packaging and cost reduction. We should get
minifloppies ASAP, Some thought on controller packaging
should allow use of either TEAC or RX50, which ever comes
first. We should go down both paths until it is clear
that RX50 will be available less than 6 months after

2.

TEAC,

Printers: I don't see a need for other lower cost LQP's.
I think the LA24 is going to be a winner.3.



/do
7/20/81

Software: Yes graphics integrated with WPS. Yes get Ve
out on time, if not sooner. Make sure the 278 is
compatible with existing software - I understand it needs
a VT52 mode before it can operate with EMS - a must.

4,

Training/Software/Documentation: We need much more than
I've seen in the way of simple training and operating
documentation. We must come across as simple and
approachable so people will and can use all our 278 WP
features.

5.

5.52

20-JUL-81 13:53:25 S 12580 EM01

21-JUL-81 06:39:41 S 16965 FLIN

-2
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TO:

ce:

SUBJ:

Gordon Bell
Vince Bastiani
Mike Gutman
Don Metzger
Ron Payne
Carl Redfield
Dick Leslie

y7 21%

Grant Saviers
Phil Goldman
Si Lyle
Ken Olsen
Herb Shanzer
Steve Radoff
Bob Puffer

TEAC - RX50 MINI FLOPPY VT278 SUBSYSTEM EVALUATION

AUG 6 1981 v
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: 5 August 1981
FROM: Paul Bauer
DEPT: SMALL STORAGE SYSTEM
EXT: 3-6581
LOC: ML1-3/T62

- Update 1

TEAC has responded with lower costs and better access times.
The updated comparision is shown below. We are continuing on

a dual program at significant additional effort and expense.
We will continue with our programs and keep you informed
of our results.

Capacity (KB)
Formatted/Diskette

Formatted/Subsystem

Track to Track
Access time

Average Access
First Access

Subsequent
Accesses

Power per
subsystem

Land ed Cost
per Drive

MTBF/2 diskette
subsystem, as
used

TEAC

400

800

10 msec

633 msec

373 msec

27 watts

$173

<4000 hrs

RX50 COMMENTS

400

800

6 msec

524 msec See Notes 1 & 2

264 msec See Notes 1 & 2

22 watts

$265 FY83 Dollars

<4400 hrs See Note -2.
Assumes 50% duty
cycle.



TEAC RX50

Landed Cost per $642 $475
Subsystem
(20,000 units)

Availability
Prototypes 12/81 12/81

First Volume ship ? Qi FY83

COMMENTS

In FY83 dollars.
TEAC cost does not
include purchasing
burden.

Notes: 1. Assumes drive is spundown when no accesses occur in a 3
second period, and assumes 260 ms spin up time.

2. Our previous understanding of TEAC MTBF assumed that the
Spin motor stayed on. Current understanding is that their
MTBF assumes 50% spin motor duty cycle. RX50 MTBF is
based on testing at 82% duty cyle, TEAC MTBF is based on
their calculations.

We have discontinued consideration of the double sided TEAC drive
since we won't have media to support it.

Brushless DC motors for the RX50

RFQS sent to 27 vendors.
To date 26 responses.
6 responses - tentative yes

We expect to have testable parts in house by the end of the month.

/mpe
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STEVE :RAGE»
1 > PAUL BAUER y MLXX» MLI-3/T&2

VINCE BASTIANT » MLXXs ML3-6/E94
TO? DICK LESLIE » MLXXy» ML3-6/E94
TOS DON METZGER» MLXXe MLAI-S/B98

Mi XX y M o1 3/T62
0

Mi JOHN KIRK » /TOM KOBAYASHI» TRKYDy TRKCJTC)

Coe DICK YEN? TAIW, TA

GRANT SAVIERS» MM17» ML3-6/E94
TKYDy TREJTC)CC Ts NAGAMINE »

TOKYO 7716/81 MSG NO. 47

SUBJ: TEAC~RX02

+ MET WITH TEAC AGAIN TODAY. THEY RECEIVED COPIES OF RxX02 MANUALS
AT OUR LAST MEETING AND NOW HAVE MUCH BETTER IDEA OF THE
INTERFACE. BASED ON THIS THEY GAVE US A NEW QUOTATION AS FOLLOWS?
(ALL FOR JAFAN, 220 YEN = US DOLLARD

INITIAL DEVELOPMENT COST 129985K YEN (SAME AS BEFORE)
THIS I8 IN TWO FARTS

SAMPLE DEVELOPMENT (FCR ETC): BrilSek YEN (COLRS149234)
FRODUCTION TOOLINGs DOCUMENTATION? 9853K YEN (CDOLRS44y786)

SAMPLE UNITS (UF TO TEN) 263K YEN EACHCULRS1 195)

VOLUME FRICING ~ BASEL ON THREE YEAR FERTOL

TOTAL UNITS UNIT COST
202000 1229800 YEN CIILRSS58)>
BO»009 1177100 YEN COLRSS32)

10602000 ANI UF 1149300 YEN COLRSS19)



2+ JQUTSTANDING QUESTIONS.

FORMAT ~ THEY CONFIRMED THAT THEY CAN WRITE 10 SECTORS OF Sl2
BYTES FER TRACK.

SAMPLES - THEY CAN FRODUCE : UF TO TEN UNITS, THESE WILL HAVE THE
SAME PARTS ANI FACKAGE AS THE PRODUCTION UNITS» THOUGH
THE FACKAGE WILL BE HAND MADE. FOR BOTH SAMFLES AND
FRODUCTION» PACKAGE WILL BE METAL.

3. CORRECTION TO TWX OF 10-JULY

TTEM 10 - INTERCHANGE: THE OFF TRACK TEST DISKETTE NUMBER
SHOULTD READ 15 MICRON (NOT MICRON-INCH).

4. WE HAVE TOLD TEAC THAT WE WILL GIVE THEM A FORMAL REQUEST FOR
PROPOSAL AROUND 1S-AUGST CTHEY ARE CLOSED DOWN 1 AUG ~ 9 AUG)
AND THEY WILL THEN FRODUCE A DETAILED PROPOSAL WITHIN FOUR WEEKS
CIN ENGLISH).

&, JOHN KIRK WILL BE BACK IN MAYNARD ON S-AUGUST AND WILL HELP IN
ANY WAY» FARTICULARLY IN WRITING DOWN THE RX02-VT279 BUS
INTERFACE SFECIFICATION-THERE DOESN'T SEEM TO BE TOO MUCH
LOCUMENTATION ON THISs TIMING DTAGRAMS ETC.

4. TOM KOBAYASHI WILL BE IN MAYNARD FROM 27 JULY THRU 31 JULY.

KK
=Q71460943

05146328 § 30325 FRIN

01 MMC2 DECGRAM DELIVERED § 30325 0 02
146-JUL-81 08341323
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TO? GRANT SAVIERS DATES WED 15 JUL i981 14346 EST
FROM? FAUL BAUIR
KEPT? ENG OFERATIGONS
EXT? 228-6581
LGC/MATL SIOF? Mi

ec}; see "CO" [TISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT +

SUBI3 RX02 REPLACEMENT FOR

We heve eterted down diel rath to rurchese unit from TEAC
and desigm ano in mouse unit besed on the RX5O, Initial
milestones for both the TEAC and in house sre as
follows?
MILESTONES Hete Whe

Final Srecificetion Complete both 7/41 Rauer

iect leader identified in house P/S1 Beuer

Resronsible TEAC 7/31 Metzaer

Fra
:

spour identified
Bug out team identified TEAC 7/31 Bevers %

Final TEAC bid received TEAC 8/28 x

Frototyre order rlecad TEAC %

Start evaluation of TEAC drives 9/1 x

Fraduet Certification elen 10/1 X
commlete

Receive TEAC 12/1 x

Fower ur in house sameles im house x

ome les
1271

Notes! 1. under the "whot column x is the reeroneible PH Ponasine
manger for the arrroriate Do 16
working to identify that individual mow, 2. Gery Cole's
hole ios needed to create o requirements gocumerrh
and in obteining errrovel of the srecification,.
fmree



"CO" DISTRIBUTION:

AGORTION BELL
CICK LESLIE
RON PAYNE
HERE SHANZER

GARY COLE @MKI?
SI LYLE
BOB FUFFER

MIKE GUTMAN
KEN OLSEN
STEVE RATOFF
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REKKKKKKKKKKKEKKS
*DIGITAL#* INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Gordon Bell DATE: 13 July 1981Grant Saviers FROM: Paul Bauercc: Si Lyle DEPT: STORAGE SYSTEM
Ken Olsen EXT: 3-6581
Don Metzger
Mike Gutman
Ron Payne
Herb Shanzer
Vince Bastiani

SUBJ: TEAC ~ RX50 MINI-FLOPPY VT278 SUBSYSTEM COMPARISON

LOC: ML1-3/T62

As of 7/7 the TEAC and RX50 versions of this product
compared as follows. On 7/10 Vince Bastiani advised usthat TEAC was quoting lower prices and better access times.
We will document these changes shortly.

TEAC TEAC RX50 COMMENTS

Product
Description FD-50 E FD-50 F 1-Sided

1-Sided 2-Sided Double
Density

Diskettes 1 1 2 VT278 needs 2
diskettes for data
and system info

Tracks per Inch 96 96 96

Tracks per Side 80 80 80

400 800 409Capacity (KB)
Formatted/Diskette

Track to Track
Access 25 msec 25 msec 6 msec



Average Access
First Access 783 msec

Subsequent Access 783 msec

Power per drive

Power per 2
diskette Subsystem

Cost per Drive

MTBF/drive, 100%
duty cycle

MTBF/2 diskette

subsystem, as
used

Cost per
Subsystem

Availability

Comment

11 watts

27 watts

$250

8000 hrs

<4000 hrs

$733
(2 drive)

11 months

783 msec

783 msec

watts

27 watts

$370

8000 hrs

<4000 hrs

$973
(2 drive)

11 months

524 msec

264 msec

20 watts

25 watts

$250

2200 hrs

<7000 hrs

$460
(1 drive)

14 months

The RX50 based systemwill spin down if no
accesses occur in 2
seconds.

See note above.
Assumes 30% duty
cycle.

The TEAC drives have significantly higher track to track access
time, which results in lower power.
an operable system;

Brushless DC motors for the RX50

RFQS sent to 27 vendors.

To date 19 responses.

2 diskettes are required for
therefore RX50 based systems are cheaper.



+

1 response is a tentative yes.
18 responses no.

6 absolutely no.

12 no at this time, but come back later.
However, we have located one other potential vendor.

Bottom line - nothing to evaluate today, but within one month
we expect to have testable parts in house.

/mpc
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TO: *GORDON BELL DATE: TUE 30 JUN 1981 9:48 EST
FROM: MIKE GUTMAN

ec: see "CC" DISTRIBUTION DEPT: STORAGE SYSTEMS
EXT: 223-5285
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML3-5/E94

SUBJECT VT278 MEETING OF LAST WEEK

#14

I had hoped you would help me bring stability into my new
responsibility - but holding impromptu meetings with less than the
right level of knowledge in attendance certainly isn't going to help.
I believe you were not dealing with complete data concerning the
reasons for selecting the RX50 rather than TEAC for the VT278, and
nobody from Storage was present to shed some light on the subject.
I understand your desire to do TEAC, but I also understand that most
of that desire has little to do with the VT278. I strongly recommend
we reconvene that meeting with all intelligence present and revisit
the issue to see if our original decision was in fact the better one.

I would also appreciate being in attendance when you or Ken want to
discuss making changes to programs I am responsible for. If stability
and a healthy work environment are to be restored to the 16 bit space
you've got to help.

"CC" DISTRIBUTION:

PAUL BAUER BOB LANE @PKXX SI LYLE
KEN OLSEN GRANT SAVIERS HERB SHANZER
JIM WALLS
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TO? GORDON BELL NATE? TUE 30 JUH 1991 9349 EST
FROW? MIKE GUTMAN

ec} see "CO" TISTRIBUTION DEFT? STORAGE SYSTEMS
EXT3 2235-3285
LOC/MAIL STOR? MLS-S/E94

SUBJECT? VT278 MEETING OF LAST WEEK

#14

I had hored you would helr me bring stebility into mu mew
meetings with less than tie

right level of knowledge im sttendsnce certsinly isn't soins to helr.
TES - but holding 7

i believe vou were mot dealings with complete deta concerning the
reasons for selecting the RX50 rather than TEAC for the VYT278 sind
mobody from Storage wes rresent to shed some light om the

l understand vour desire to do TEAC » but I alea underetend that most
of that desire has little to do with the VT27S. I strongly recommend
we reconvene that meeting with all intelligence rresent and revisit
the issue to see if our orisinal decision wos in fact the better one.

T would also @rrreciate being in attendance when vou or Ken want to
discuss making changes to Programe I am resronsible for. If stability
and 3 healthy work environment are to be restored to the 16 bit rece
you've got to helr,.

"CC® DISTRIBUTION:

FAUL BAUER BOB LANE @FRAX SI LYLE
KEN OLSEN GRANT SAVIERS HERB SHANZER
JIM WALLS
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TO see "TO" DISTRIBUTION

see "CC" DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT? TEAC ALTERNATIVE

QIGITAL

Tas [liom Metzser
Faul Bauer
Yaince Bastiani
ee}

SUBJ? TEAC ALTERNATIVE

I expect the TEAC
useful to set high
emsineering evaluation of the product auelity and marines full
UNTs full FMT an3 vendor qualification complete develorment rlans
and engineering orecificstionss and assurance that TEAC understands
the masnitude of their develorment task.
I exrect méximum creativity
strons sense of urgency, and willingmess
We will be slad to
lang there are
contingency rlens
IT am
Jaren as & result
direction.
ect
Mike Gutman
Gi Lule
Bon Fuffer
Larry Fortner
Gordon Bell
Ken Olsen

FGSiesh

"TO" DISTRIBUTION:

FAUL BAUER

DATE
FROM:
HEFT:
EXT?

THU 2 JUL 1°91
GRANT SAVIERS
STORAGE SYSTEMS
223-9765
AIL STOR?

11309 EST

ML3-6/E94oc

INTERDFFICE MEMDRANUUM

DATES 2 July 1981
FROM? Grant Seviers
EFT? Storage Sustems
EXT? 225-9765
LOC? ML3~6/ES4

clon to imelude the tools that we have found
volumes high rroduets. This means or

im shortening the develorment cucler 2
to take rrudent risks.

imitiate at any in the erogram es
clear sccourtebilities for the risks and
for the inventories and exrenses.

bed rerutation inconcerned that we may develor @

of 2 confused rowrem or sudden change

TON METZGER VINCE BASTIANI
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TO} MIKE GUTMAN

ce: see "CC" DISTRIBUTION

Mikey TEA
eva ile

has

0 wigs
4 igroMmths s

gol to be how da
Remember your srending Mite money

Si
"CC® DISTRIBUTION?

FAUL BAUER *GORTION BELL
BUZZ BROOKS NON METZGER
GRANT SAVIERS HERB SHANZER

ATTACHED: MEMOs40

Houd to mot

we do its

DATE 3

FROM
DEFT 3

EXT?
LOC/MAIL STOR?

Prototure in
and trensfer cost of $750,

not whe we cannot dao it.
ana I meed results.

THU 2 JUL 1981
SI LYLE
cst
223-7311

13:33 EST

MLI2-2/E71
ETING OF LAST WEEK/M.GUTMAN 4-30SUBJECT? VT278+

+

3 momths >

The
FTOL al

e im

BOER
KEN
JIM

LANE @FKAX
OLSEN
WALLS
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cco; see "CC" DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT? TEAC VS RX50

At the Friday meeting with Gordons
Ssalut on for all interest
with the current committeGg course of RX50 for the VT27s,
This will be implemented
Storage add-ons which wil1 include 311 the sustem and environmental
srecs the olack
between Storade and the VT278 Program.

The
worl,

DEC Ensineerins
box srec.

This seems the fairest weu
Jaranese altornaetive.test the

business nesotiation
when the time comes.

with

When we know now much

Hox must meet.

with TEAC to esteblish cost end schedules to mect the

this

DATE
FROM

MON 6 JUL 1981
MIKE GUIMAN

DEPT? STORAGE SYSTEMS
EXT? 233-5285
LOC/MAIL STOR:

10:47 ESTTO? eee "TO" HISTRIBUTION

it became evident that the bestis to creete @ rerellel develorment of TEAC

be @ black box sustem crec for the

This shoud be Jointly develored

CSS* et eld will
entire

Grou (Robieshis Bestiani»

and to imeertislly
more difficult

score that eronlem

to treet ell rarties
This will create

daranecer tut let's
&

the

eorellel effort will costs we'll be bect
geking for incrementel furdins,

"TO* DISTRIBUTION:

PAUL BAUER
GRANT SAVIERS
"Cc* NISTRIBUTION:

BOR LANE @FRXX
PHIL GOLDMAN
KEN OLSEN
LARRY FPORTNER
VINCE BASTIANI

KGORDON BELL SI LYLE
HERE SHANZER

BUZZ BROOKS TON METGER @iAL xX
JOHN KIRK QICK LESLIE
FAUL GARTNER @MLXX RON FAYNE
BOR FULFER STEVE RATOFF
JIN WALLS
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TQ} see "TO" DISTRIBUTION PATE? MON 6 JUL 1981 10144 EST
FROM? SI LYLE

ces} XGORTON BELL DEFT? csp
BUZZ BROOKS EXT? 223-7311

LOC/MAIL STOP?

SURJECT! RX02 REPLACEMENT F 276

Good to see all the interests but I would like to it
constructive and focused. Since Word Frocessing is funding allof the 278 the following ere the ground rules,
1. The 278 sustem integrator end only rerson authorized to

Ssrend any money is Herb Shanzer,
"+ Herb owes Buse @ Frorosed oan how and how much to rerlace the

RX02's om the 278. Rerlecing the RX02 is tor priority
because of size and cost and we must do ASAF,

3+ All investigations of TEAC or any ather source must be
co-ordinated through Herd, He in turn can then ferm the
Project out to the arrrorriate reorle,

4, We need hele and constructive eriticism but mo road blocks,
Si
"TO" BISTRIBUTION!:

RAUL BAUER MIKE GUTMAN DAVE KNOLL
DUN METZGER GRANT SAVIERS HERB SHANZER
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TO? GRANT SAVIERS
ee: see "CC" DISTRIBUTION

DATE:

DEFT 3

EXT?
LOC/MAIL STOF?

SUBJECT: RES TEACH VX. RXSO/G.SAVIERS 7-2

(T7100 and VT'osr howevers
the Bilebility af RX50°' 6 0 TEAC be looked st en theflorries for the 278,
Si
"CC* GISTRIBUTION?

xXGORDON BELL
HICK LESLIE
NEN OLSEN
GOR FUFFER

ATTACHED: MEMO?45

the 278 mecds RX02

MOM 6 JUL 1981 225
FROM? SI LYLE

22-7311

FHIL GOLDMAN
NOM METZGER
RON PAYNE
STEVE RADOFF

MIKE GUTMAN
AVEAM MILLER
LARRY FORTNER
HERE SHANZER

MLA2-2/E71

rerlacements before

EST

The RXS00 should rroceed te 6 16 for the termingls Frogirems such as
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TO? see "TO* DISTRIBUTION DATES THU 2 JUL 1981 11202 EST
FROM? GRANT SAVIERS
DEFTS STORAGE SYSTEMS
EXT? 223-9765
LOC/MAIL STOP! ML3-6/E9A4

SUBJECT? TEAC VS. RXSO

QNIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANIIUM

TO: Distribution DATE? 2 July i61
FROM? Grant Seviers
QEFT? Storage Sustems
EXT? 223-9765
LOC $ ML3-6/ES4

TEAC vs. RXSO

Qur areraved elem is the RXSO end we will mot change tha rlan
without formal @rprovel. All work on RXSO will comtirue at moeximum
effort. We will continue to exemine QB end VT278 orrortunitics four
expanding the market for the RXSO, Ars effort om the TEAC
investigation should be incrementel end should mot detrech from the
RXS00 commitments.

We hore to have same herd deta from TEAC bu mid Julu. Besed on this
dete we will develor en alternative rrorosel.
FGStrgh

Gordon Bell
Ken Olsen
Larry Fortner
Si Lyle
Mike Gutman
Herb Shanzer
Bob Fuffer
Avrimn Miller
Phil Goldman
Steve Radoff
Rom
lion Metzser
Vinee BRestiani
Larry FPotner
fick Leslie
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AVRIM MILLER
MIKE GUTMAN
TUN METZGER
LARRY FORTNER
HERB SHANZER

GORDON BELL
HICK LESLIE
KEN OLSEN
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FHIL GOLDMAN
SI LYLE
RON FAYNE
STEVE RADOFF
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TO? BUZZ BROOKS
FROM? SI LYLE
DEFT? Cot
EXT? 223-7211
LOC/MAIL STOP? MLi2-2/E71

cc? BELL
DAVE KNOLL
KEN OLS

SUBJECT, +

Buzz, there are lots of ideas floating eround but it nmeeds wou
to state exsectiv whet is renuired end how vou elen to sell it.
You should set Gordon'ss [lave and Res ideas in one
documents Fick what vou meed to run the husiness and get thet
committed to bye ensineeering and manufacturing co thet vou can
rut the focus back on selling.
i

ORRICKKK
ROKK KOKAKKKKKK

TO? see "TO" DISTRIBUTION DATES WET 1 JUL i981
10358 AM ELT

FROM? DAVE KROLL
DEFT? MFG ADMINISTRATLON
EXT? 223-2900
LOC/MAIL STOFS ML1-4/F14

SUBJ MY VIEW ~ 278 WORK STATION FACKAGING

Mere reorle have told me their views on what the 278 FEC
should be. Most reorle have strona views and they ere all
gifferent - often by 180 degrees.

Some feel that the 278 will imarily be sold as redestal work
atation with keyboard holder. Olhers feel that virtually all
umits will be found next to desks with the terminal and keyboard
om @ secretary stands e term ctands or a desk. Some feol
will want to hide it ~ others feel reorle will went to show it
orf.
T'm sure there isn't "'one" right rackede. I believe thet few
will buy the 278 because of what it's Fackesing icy bul at the
seme time I believe that reorle mey decide not to buy the 278
hecause of what it isn't.
Tt seems to me that the risht stratesy io to tuild vanille
Version wi thout any ortions im Manufacturing - chears strirred
dawn and
accessorie

DATE; MON 6 JUL 196i 15210 EST

278 BMOS FROM DT.KNOLL 2 G.BELL ATTACHET)

7

We should then offer «ll zorts ofB11 the Same.
s and ortions to ellow customers to make the unit fat



with their rarticuler environment, We should keer treck of whatis cold so that we leern for L time,
Qrtions could be sroured as the cur manufacturers do and they
could have relatively high merk urs and they might renge fromdifferent colored tors (oak, DEC rey or browns welrut) to loner
tors 30" long with bustle" > to 8 desk» to a keszboard shelf»
to rarer holders tilt swivel stende,» filters modem holders,florry disk holders eter.s ete. We should have a solution for
whatever & customer mecds for his environment/work situation.
Much of the effort has been om the basic reckede end getting it

C'ds ete. IT think now that the basic rackese is and
LS beings documented the should shift to the ortions end
accessories and these should be viewed as key and imrortent rerts
of what we sell rather than en efterthousht. In e reckesime
senser IT believe that the key acdvantoege of the redestal rackade
is that it is flexible end can be sdarted to fit many situations.
Distribution? Gordon Bell

Bugs Brooks
Tom Camrobell
Gary Cole
[ion Lerome
Feul Gardner
Tick Gonzales
Ted Johnson
Rob Lane
Si Lule
Kem Oleen
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TO? DAVE KNOLL TATE? WED 1 JUL
19316 EST

FROM? GORDON BELL
cos see "CC" DISTRIBUTION DEFT? ENG STAFF

EXT? 223-2234
LOC/MAIL STO! MLIS-1/AS4

SUBJECT? DAVE CAND MY VIEW) OR HOW TO MAKE THE 278 PACKAGE GREAT»
QUICK!

Wust sot back from the WES show in Atlante and the Digitsel booth.
The 278 was shown there and it's and I rrorose we
bteke it 8S iss leave it alone and concentrate like med on cellingits while concentrating like med on settings e smaller set
of flopries that can be shirreds carried and used more e i j
PROFOSAL FOR A MOBULAR 278 WPS FAMILY THAT IS MINIMAL AND GREAT
What I saw at the show wae tha RXOZ 60% metel box we knows heve
and love Cand must sell)» the tube, There were AS&G6 ortions
of} a caster to hold one or two pairs of RX02's F the DEC desk,»
the DEC music stand for documents that sit on 3 desks the TECfile cab to hold florries and documents, end the srider stand
thatis weed to hold a VTI00. I'd erorose we guild @ filing cebinet
for florries and document storage thet is exactly the seme size
ee am RX02 box that would be enother ortion. We should also acd
a table tor for the drawer @s an ortion which would car the
emd it would also be useful to hold the LQF. There might be
some wee to clean ur cables and handle the ond modem,
THIS WOULT BE THE ENTIRE SET OF HI-FI LIKE COMFOHENTS THAT A
CUSTOMER WOULT BUILT THEIR WES SYSTEMS FROM. LET''S ALL TRY IT»
I SUSFECT WE'LL LIKE IT!
This is in essences what I read into what vou were It
offers the ultimate in flexibility by having smell» meat
comranents that can be combined together to form a susem,.

{ think vou'd ell nave been inmressed with the DEC booth with tine
many sitting on clean DEC deskss with 1 or 2 reirs beneath
them, (Il also cew the ares between the tor of the florre ond
the bottom of the desk being used to store florries and
documentation.
This is why we need to offer @ drewer too... and rossibly
s0mewas to make @ clean modem cable hookup.)

HOW THE COMPONENTS WOULD BE USED TO BUILT OFFICE SYSTEMS
Thuss if we offered this set today» I could guarantee uses
TEC desk WES ensamble with florries under it
Redular secretarial turing stend or turing wins with tube and
florries located either under the wing or beside does.
we'd offer a little table tor that sit over the fair of florries
lus the drawer so that the mew erinter could cit om it

peut the florries and rrinter and drawer together to form 2



(This is elegance through simplicity of comronent design.)
Others would Frobably de es 2 and 3 but rut the tube om their
Weg, +

Fleaser rlesser rlease can we ell stor this insidious rerackedins
effort and gust do with what we've got. ALL we are doing is
making the rroduct more exrensive and herder to cerry and moreinflexible to use, The redestel continues to have rroblems ena
doesn't offer the flexibility, cost, woishts cleanliness , or
leck of rroblems thet the sbove rrorasal offers.

table as in 2 above and then rut the 278 tube on @ srider
eternd.

might even be foesible ta steck the roller drawer and
florries and teble tor to hold the 278 CRT!

Worse vet, is the designated resronsible individual going to
get this all resolved... ar ere we soins to continue tuo waste
the corroration's resources?
flick Gonzales and [lave Knoll could I rlease imelore vou to tuild
the ahove comronents for me so thet we could show them st the
Urerations Committee on Monday in their various sustem
configurations?
Wheat do vou folks think?

TISTRIBUTION:

BUZZ BROOKS TOM CAMPBELL HON DEROME
GARY COLE @MK12 RICHARD GONZALES TED JOHNSON
Reb. LANE XST LYLE KEN OLSEN
FAUL GARIWER @MLXX HERB SHANZER

~ 3 -
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TO: *GORDON BELL DATE: WED 15 APR 1981 6:38 EST
FROM: JOHN HOLMAN

ee: PAUL GARDNER DEPT: TECHNICAL OPERATIONS
LARRY PORPNBR EXT: 223-5533
DICK SCHN R LOC/MAIL STOP: ML23-2/T36

SUBJECT: VT278

I met with\Pau Gardner, Dick Sehneider and Paul Benigni to
review your memo regarding the unit you are testing in your
home. Before I make specific comments, I would like to say
that we are fortunate to have the type of dedication and drive
that I have seen in these gentlemen. They have produced an
enormous quantity of real work during the time that the
packaging of this product has been an active project. 4
the glitches in performance are related to the early model
of prototype that you have. He wanted to know where you
obtained the prototype. The comments about the Polish
Editor must be directed at all WPS systems. The comments
about sticking keyboards was confirmed by Paul as a

real problem that Manufacturing is trying to fix.

Paul feels that most of the comments you make regarding

The major problem that I see here is one of Goal Setting.
We did not get to a quality set of goals that were
agreeable to all as we see today. The cost goal
was determined to be wrong in February which stimulated
a redesign. The goals for which option designs are
inviolate were much more constrained than they are
today. The goal of storage and work space provision
has been broken. The goal of using up inventory
seems to be somewhat in tact. We're still going to
use the old RX02 somewhat repackaged (more mgMFG
inventory hassle). I would like to have seen the
goal of incorporating new minifloppies or
Winchesters as our competition will be doing.
The goals for CT announcement have shifted putting
more pressure on this product.

The major activity in packaging has been supervised by
Dick Gonzalles with responsive help from the Industrial
Design Group when they were asked.

I am con@erned that the crash mode of the project will
cause some oversights that will be very expensive to
repair with ECO activity. I understand that Dave Knoll
has volunteered to build 100 units of the new stripped
down version before the design is qualified for thermal,
vibration, acoustics (you have a substitute fan in your
prototype - I guess they're using up inventory), RFI,
and DMT.

I am very surprised at the spider approach which fortunately



+

s

"was rejected. This was not ID's idea.
MAJOR PROBLEM -~ Paul is concerned about getting the user
documentation done. This is a key part of making this
unit self installable and possibly self maintainable.
PACKAGING FOR THE OFFICE ENVIRONMENT:

It is very clear to me that the most popular version
of the design can be the unit that becomes a wing
of a secretary's desk. Secretary's do not like clutter
and impingement on the small work spaces we give them.
The only problem here is that a secretary will not
initially give up the typewriter. Conversly, the
simple free standing floppy unit can be the stand
for a letter quality printer with the terminal on
a secretary's desk.

COLOCATION:

There have been some developments that require more
discussion with you and Ken which have very impact
on what we do about the location of the I. D. group.

QUALITY:
I think that everyone involved wants to do a quality
job and they need the goals stability that will
yield high quality engineering. We are probably
better off to push for design completion and to
look for the possibility of making strong
improvents in a new version if the market requires.
Good design review and testing will help to
insure high quality.

I am forwarding under seperate cover a chronology of the
involvement of I.D. since the project began.

_ 2 -
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TO: JOHN HOLMAN (ML23-2/T36) DATE: 14 APRIL 1981

FROM: PAUL BENIGNI
DEPT: INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
EXT: 223-6800
LOC: ML 11-4/E53

SUBJECT: VT278 PACKAGING DEVELOPMENT

MAR 80
new wort box, new cables/connectors, add rear panel toVT278 System pkg. to adress external cable management by;

existing H978 stand

APR 80 Models fabricated

needs a place to put task related items. Solutions should
allow: remote RX pkg. w/ VT on desk or stand; optional
workstation for worksurface and storage areas

MAY 80 Design review by Gordon Bell; H978 not sufficient, user

I.D. and Engineering ask to propose alternatives.JUN 80 Decision by Gordon Bell to put wings" on H978 stand.

JUL 80 Alternatives presented to Gordon. Decision-~ cube
with optional workstation.

AUG 80 Design development. Control drawings completed for
proto by 22 SEPT

SEP 80 Preliminary FCC testing indicates major shielding problems

OCT 80 Cube proto completed, analyzed, redesign underway for
second proto by 20 OCT.

of slip, final design and customer documentation, conveyedNOV 80 Proto delayed due to Mech. Eng. manpower shortage. Impact

to P.Gardner.

DEC 80 Proto completed and presented to OPS Comm., positive

Decision, metal worksurface, workstation no longer canfeedback FCC testing indicates need for groundplane.

be optional.

FCC class B requirements. Cost increases.JAN 81 to be modified to provide for
System package continues

FEB 81 FCC goal changed to class Proto presented to WPS

OPS Comm. results in decision to cost reduce all elementssales meeting, Positive feedback. Project review by

of the system. Ken Olsen proposes spider stand design.
Minor cleanup of concept by design engineering. Product
Lines pushback due to poor appearance. Terminal RFI
problems solved by ferrite beads on CPU board which
removes need for groundplane and allows user freedom of



4

MAR 81

placement.
PL decision to use revised H978 stand. Ken OLsen
continues to design and reconfigures RX's creating
pedestal concept. I.D. refines design to allow for
various user configurations including an optionalworkstation.
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TO: *MARY JANE FORBES DATE: WED 22 APR 1981 7:21 EST
FROM: JOHN KIRK
DEPT: CRG
EXT: 223-4690
LOC/MAIL STOP: <ML3~2>/<E41>

SUBJECT: GETTING TOGETHER WITH GORDON RE: 278 THINGS

Can we set up a time SOON so that Gordon can show me what he means by"crap on the screen" ?

ATTACHED: MEMO;23 MEMO; 32
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TO: see "TO" DISTRIBUTION DATE: TUE 21 APR 1981 22:07 EST
FROM: GORDON BELL

ec: BUZZ BROOKS DEPT: ENG STAFF
EXT: 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12-1/A51

SUBJECT: LET'S GET THE 278 OUT THE DOOR

We gotta get the product fixed by then. Are you folks
talking? There are several things to get straighten out.
Both Buzz and I are concerned about the crap on the screen
(his does it too). Gary can you get the list of things to
be fixed?
"TO" DISTRIBUTION:

JOHN KIRK BRUCE STEWART OLLIE STONE

ATTACHED: MEMO;32

2
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TO: GORDON BELL DATE : TUE 21 APR 1981 11:12 EST
FROM : OLLIE STONE
DEPT : APPLICATIONS
EXT: 264-7480
LOC/MAIL STOP: MK1-106/1C6

SUBJECT: 278

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS MEMO IS BEING SENT TO YOU FROM GARY COLE
MK1-1C6, 264-7478.

The 278 is going out the door on June 22nd with the new package.
The WPS400 system are being built for Q4 ship, 10,000 for FY8e.

software group (Owen Fisk) still has its head in the sand, but
virtually everone else in the corporation is actively cooperating
on our mutual objective. Perhaps you could explain the
priorities to Owen? He doesn't listen to me or the product
lines,

21-APR-81 11:11:01 S 21317 EMMK

3
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TO? GORDON BELL TATE? MON 13 APR 1981 16243 EST
FROM? JOHN KIRKcc? FAUL GARDINER @MMIA BEFT? CRG

HERB SHANZER EXT! 223-4690
LOC/MATL STOR? :: ::

SUBJECT? YOUR Vt278
i :::

NOTE: This TWX is only sent through John Kirk via EMS - it is
originated from:

Carl Gerstle
Small Syetems Ensineering
223-2705

Paul Gardner and Herb Shenzer heve asked me to determine the
of the V1278 sustem sbout which VOU wrote Your memo of 12Arril,

Flease whet is wroms with the cursor shares t it the
seme 85 that of the VT1004

As to the EMS/Terminel Mode rroblems it hes been Taxed an
firmwares I will rrovide vou/your mechine with urdeted firmwere}
the EMS reorle heve to invoke a fix et their end.

I need to understand more sbout the fleky screen 3 vou
described how cid vou rroduce them and whet do they localslike?
After sreaking with John Kirks we believe the rroblem with the

keys to be @ softwere only rroblem.

Flease contact me with info on how I can schedule e visit to wourT
house to wedate the firnwere. Also - I need to talk to vou about
the cursor rroblems.
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TO? MARY JANE FORRES

SUBJECT? CAN YOU HANDLE?

ATTACHED MENOS4S

DATES WEN 1h ar RK i8l
FROM? GORTION ERE LL
DEFT? ENG STAFF
EXT: 229-2236
LOC/MAIL STOR M112-1/AS1

19 357 EST



*
13/81 Wed 15303

messede>FENNY SMITH RESMEETING WITH CARI GERSTLE AN GORTION
RE: GORDON'S COMFLAINTS ON THE 278 (1 HR.) MAYBE SOME TIME NEXT FRIUAY
AFTERNOON (3-4)
"teken busSue

: Club smi
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TOS XMARY JANE-FORRES DATES WEL 1 AMR 1981 16346 EST

FROM$ JOHN KIRK
DEFT? CRG
EXT3 223-4690
LOC/MAIL STOR? <HI3-22/5E 41>

SUBJECT: RES RE? RES CAN WE FIX THE 278 HARTIWAREs WSOFTWARE OR EMS? QUICK

EMS should be fixed by "next week" - the VI278 hardwere/firmware chanseswill be fixed by thet sume time. When I heer from the EMS rearles I or
someone will install whet Gordon needs to his machine
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TO! KEN MAYERS DATE? TUE 31 MAR 1981 7156 EST

FROMS JOHN KIRKeet see "CO" DISTRIBUTION LEFT? CRG
223-4690

LOC/MAIL STOR? <ML3-22/<k41>
EXT?

SURJECT! 278 IDENTIFIER
The VT278 resronds like the VT100 excert that the identity number is en 8rather than the VT100's 1. i.e. if vou send ESC Zs the 278 will Cand I

WILL», as it do this et present but by the end of the
week this should be chensed) send beck the followins ?

ESC C ? 83 F cWhere Fo is configuration derendent snd may heve
the values ls 2 or 3s most usually 3

For Foreign Lensuase versions of tha VI278 this seauence is
extended in Just the same wav that the VTLOOW series terminels
extend it ise.
ESC ? 8+ Qe Where Q now denotes the Foreign Languagedefault setting of the machine.

Screen addressing is ANSI i.e. ESC CK H ete,
How lonms will it teke to rut the VT278 into vour

code 7

"CC* DISTRIBUTIONS

*KGORDON BELL Al. CRAWFORI! MARY JANE FORBES
BRUCE STEWART



;

YOROOOOOOOKK
TO? JOHN KIRK UATE! WEL 1 APR 1981 7t13 AM EST

FROM! KEN MAYERS
cet see "CC" DISTRIBUTION LEFT! CORF MESSAGE $CS

EXY$ 223-6485
LOC/NAIL STOP! FRI/F6éO

SUBJECT? RE? 278 IMENTIFIER

Thanks for the infos John. I have forwerded it to our develorment
teem with @ reauest that our termine] identification routines be
ratched to accomodate the 278 asar (Cand neve also asked when that
will ber given their rresent priorities). 1 resume thet it can
be done by next weeks set which time I contact vou about testing

O1-APR-81 07314336 S$ 11910 EM01

"CC" DISTRIBUTION:

*XGORDON BELL AL CRAHFUF2II MARY JANE FORBES
BRUCE STEWART



Koad ig itadl»*xOOOOKAR WW:

TO? JOHN KIRK
ces XGORDON BELL

MARY JANE FURRES
BRUCE STEWART

SUBJECT EMS ANI 278

see etteched. rls close the loox

ATTACHED MEMOs 223

DATE? MOH 30 MAR 1961 24t24 E
FROM? &L CRAWFCRT
DEPT? QIGITAL IRFO SiSTEnS
EXT? 223-2505
LOC/MAIL STOPS FR3-2/F34

With ken mevers.



KKKKKKHHKKKKKKKKx

KAMKKHKAKAKARE:
T03 AL CRAWFORD DATE MON 30 MAR 1981 9305 EST

FROMM: KEN MAYERSect MURRAY COPF DEPT? CORFE MESSAGE SVCS
BOB ERICKSON EXT 225-6485

LOC/MAIL STUFF? FIKIIF 60
SUBJECTS RE + KIRK'S INFUT ON 278

That is Just how we handle it. That iss EMS sends esc-Z Brigwaits for the terminal identifier. If it doesn't set a YT100 orVTS2 identifier il treets the terminal eo «$ rrintins terminelIf John will let us know what identifier he will be usinss we
can add it to tne table of video terminals in EMS.

30-MAR-81 21305327 S$ 34676 EM01

+



ETT itK a
KKKEE KKKKKAKKOK

TO? *GORDON BELL DATES: MON 30 MAR 1981 12318 EST
FROM: JOHN KIRK

ces see "CC" LISTRIBUTION DEFT? CKG
EXT$ 223-4690
LOC/MAIL STOPS <ML3-2>/<k41>

SUBJECT? RE? CAN WE FIX THE 278 HARIIWAREs WSOFTWARE OR EMST QUICK

AS we sre in the process of chansing the VT278 firmwere for kezboard
rollover rroblems we can st the same time add to the Escare seauence
recognition the ESC Zs mom-ANSI TEC Frivete identifier seauence, 1 don't
know how EMS does its identify routines but we will make ESC Z return the
VT278 identifier (now it is ignored). It is not se good thins to make it return
the VT100 identifier seavence as 278s con't surprort all the VT100 features
srlit screens smooth scroll etc. sand rretending to be a 100 would couse more
rroblems than it solves. If the EMS identify rouline can recosnise the standerd
ANSI response from the VT100s then it should te sable to treat the Vi278
in the seme wau. 1 would guess that we heve the seme rroblem with LASA etCerses

*CC* DISTRIBUTIONS

AL CRAWFORD NARY JANE FORRES STEWART ANI! OWEN FISKE
BRUCE STEWART



FOO OOOHw

KKHLAKEKAKKKK
TO > JOHN KIRK DATE Wi Ti 1 AFR 1981 1 an @ 2? EST

FROM MARY JANE FORRESec} see "cc" DISTRIBUTION DEPT 3 ENG STAPF
EXT? 223-2237
LOC/MAIL STOFS MLL2-1/AS1

SURJECT? RE? RE $ CAN WE FIX THE 278 HARIWARE s WSOFTWARE OK EMS? QUICK

0Hits DOES ALL THAT MEAN THAT GE WILL NOT GET BACKSLASHES
WHEN HE IS IN EMS?

WHEN WILL THAT BE REALY? HOW THE SOFTWARE VERSION?
cc* DISTRIBUTION:

ORTON BELL 4
tow CRAWFORD STEWART ANSI OWEN FISKE

BRUCE STEWART



HORAKKKKHARAAK

MKAKKKKHHAAAKKKKK

TOs + #MARY JANE FORRES DATES WED 15 AR 1981 6343 EST
FROM? JOHN KIRK
DEFT? CRG
EXF3 223-4690
LOL/MAIL SYOPS : : RAL :

SUBJECT: GETTING RID OF THE BACKSLASHES

Like I seid I Ken Mevers for o status on getting eng Lo know shout
the VT278 - this 16 his arewer.

ATTACHED MEMO#19



o

KKKKKKYHHHKKKKAKK

KKHKKHKHKAAKAKKK
K Go i

TO: JOHN KIRK

SUBJECT? RE? VI278 ON EMS

Not vet. l'm forwerding your
L4-APR-81 23301307 S$ 26515

LATE: TUE 14 APR 1981 11301
FROMS KEN MAYERS
DEFT? CORF MESSAGE SVCS
EXT? 223-6485
LOC/MAIL STOF? PRI/F4O

Guery to Faull Chund es e tickler,.
EM01

EST



we

Something is wrong with the software/firmware:
ethe autoerepeat when you hold down the keys is simplynot acceptable and THE PRODUCT WILL NOT BE SHIPPED UNTIL THIS
GETS FIXED! I'm tired of these kind of sloppy products, so
get it fixed, The VT173 editor on VAX works right, ie. when
you nold down the key, the cursor takes off and moves slowlyat first, gets faster and in no case moves faster than it
can execute. In the 278, holding down the key executes
a bunch of commands and eventually they get executed, but it's
too late, In the case of the editor, it would seem
that you have to remove the function from the terminal
macrocode, hand it to the editor to deal with. This auto-repeat
can work very well, but it has to be designed, not a free forall between the hardware and software folks.
eThe cursor seems to be the wrong shape, and I find it

we have some folks [
vThis was mentioned before,

who can help immediately on this one, get help.
eThis particular keyboard sticks. I thought we got all these out
of the system, lf a customer gets one, he'll simply by wang
next time, I hate to think of all the customers who ended up
with these keyboards on V1100°s and LA's who thought they were
buying quality products.
ewhen you come up in terminal mode, it could simply report thatit's a vT100, assuming it is. This one drives me crazy cause
EMS thinks it's a printer, and I get backslashes instead of
backspaces,
Our WPS Polish Editor. It is increasingly clear to me that
this editor is sure costly in terms cf the way one deals with
the page and cursor, Recall that a Polish editor is one that
instead of positioning the cursor to find something, positions
the page. Several montns ago I requested that we
try an experiment and build the changes so that it works
decently. we know how! EDT, the VI173, the VI134 editor, etc.
all work fine. Let's have a trial change fix for this within
two weeks, If you don't nave the proposed change, then let me
Know.

The machine I have occasionally produces flaky patterns on
the screen, Under certain circumstances, there are random
marks that go across the screen. This ain't quality.
bug where the machine can't keep up with the real time
and hence paints garbage? (If there is a timing problem,
then let's figure out how to put up something decent, or to
blank the screen for a whole cycle. If the software
Knows when something is missed, then it would be best
to simply turn off tne display for the rest of the scan.)
Again, do you know about this problem?

Is the machine electrically screwed up? Is it a timing

Glare, I trust Ken is solving this one, iIt has to be solved.

el like the printer, though am anxiously awainting the LA24.

PACKAGING
eI hop e Ken has a place for the modem, spare floppies, the



Manuals (we haven't given him this requirement), a place for often
used information (phone numbers, instructions) and paper,It would seem that if we have the two floppy case, the extra
two floppies could be dummies and be replaced by drawers, Is
there enough room to store papers, floppies?
Frankly, I am extremely disappointed in the 278 I have, cause we spent
an incredibly long timce last summer in trying to work on all these
details with the Industrial Design group. The 278 is only attended to
superficially. MORE THAN EVER, I WANT THE INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS OF THE
PRODUCT TO CO=LOCATE WITH THE PRODUCT DESIGNERS, NOT WITH THEMSELVES,
DICK SCHNEIDER AND JOHN HCLMAN, IS THIS CLEAR?

we can take several attitudes about the system (a rehash of what we
discussed last summer when we swore we would stop designing Crappy
products:
1. build components, they are small, unobtrusive and it's up to the
user to make it into a clean system and be something useful

2, build it as a system as good as we know how, Unfortunately, like
the 278, this may take up a lot of space, solve many problems
but doesn't go all the way. The user has to deal with the manuals,
floppy storage, paper holder. If I use the 278 I have for
very long, then'll try to get sound deadener (auto parts store), a
good paper nolder somehow, put a drawer in it for floppies, and put
a book shelf under it where my legs go. The moder and telephone on
top of the crt though Kludgy looking is functional as hell. (Note,
I have to solve ma Bell's problem cause the modem carrier rings in
my CaTeee 1 simply can't believe that Ma Bell has any notion of
quality! we should all laugh when we hear that Ma Bell thinks it is
going to, should or can compete with IBM.)

3, build a set of modules so that the user can build 4 good system
without having to be a total designer (like case 1), nor a redesiqner.
Frankly, I would hope we could take approach 3 with the NEW 278. Ken
believes this is what we have in the new 278,

I hope we are designing for the Dreyfus average man. As one who is
only about 4# neavy in regard to the average, I hope we get these
problems solved before we deliver the product.

Am anxiously awaiting the next version.
It's clear we have the Knowledge to build a great product,
now let's get the details completed so we really have one,



FRO®: GORDON BELL DATE: SUN 12 APR 1981 13:42 EST
DEPT: ENG STAFF
EXT! 22322236
TO? GARY COLE AND STEWART

RICHARD GONZALES
JGHN HOLMAN
JCHN KIRK
KEN OLSEN
QWEN FISKE AND STEWART
DICK SCHNEIDER
HERB SHANZER
BRUCE STEWART

SUBJECT: WE HAVE TO HAVE A WORKING 278 BEFORE WE CAN SHIP IT!
I don't believe the 278 is anywhere near being ready to produce,
It doesn't nave the quality, nor does it appear to have been
adequately tested prior to it being available to me as a
test site, It seems to have all the old problems. The
package is disappointing too. I trust these will be solved
by the new Gonzales/Olsen package,



aes OCT 6 1981

*DIGITAL / INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
f

TO: SEE DISTRIBUTION / DATE: 6 OCT 81
FROM: Dick Loveland

CC: SEE DISTRIBUTIO DEPT: Term. & Workstations
EXT: 223-3674
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML1-2/T29

SUBJECT: VT278 Minifloppy. Decision
A meeting was held in Merrimack on Wednesday, September 30, 1981
to make a decision on which minifloppy to use with the VT278.
Representation at the meeting included: Storage Engineering, Buzz
Brooks' Product Line, Terminals & Work Stations, Office Systems
Program and PSD.

The decision made was to proceed with the devlopment of an RX50
box for use with the VT278. This results in a better product,
providing us competitive advantages. Also, we could not realize a
time to market advantage that was perceived with TEAC. We believe
that as a result of this decision, we will have reduced the number
of floppy drives offered by DEC and will be able to optimallyutilize DEC assets both in manufacturing and field service.
Following is a summarization of some of the key elements around
the decision:
Eng. HW Cost $475K $900K $425K more to do

RX50B

Transfer Cost $610 $525 RX50B $85/unitless
Size 1000 cu in. 675 cu in. RX50B 30% smaller

Weight 25 lbs. 11 lbs. RX50B 1/2 of TEAC

Track to Track 10 ms 6 ms RX50B = RX02
Access performance, with

TEAC about 5% less
system performance

Average Access 366 ms 264 ms

MTBF Over 3000 hrs. Over Wash
3000 hrs.

BMC $24 $24 Wash

Schedule June 1982 June 1982 Wash

Cumulative PBT $3626 $3689 Wash

Mfg. Intro. From Japan All in Plus for RX50B
Westfield

CT Media TBD Assured Plus for RX50B
Compatability



As a result of making this decision, every effort will be made tominimize development costs by working with other programs (e.g.ROBIN) that have similar needs.
I would like to thank everyone who contributed in providing theinputs and analyses to arrive at this decision. If there are anyquestions, please feel free to call me.

Distribution
Bill Avery
Gordon Bell
Buzz Brooks
Tom Campbell

TO:

Si LyleLarry Portner
Grant Saviers
Ted Webber

Paul Bauer
Al Davis
Owen Fisk
Mike Gutman
John Kirk
Larry Nahri
Herb Shanzer
Bruce Stewart

CC:

Enclosure
5.52/mn



VT278 NEEDS

LARGE MINI FLOPPY

AS "RX02" AS POSSIBLE

].

2.

CUSTOMER INSTALLABLE3.

DOCK MERGEABLE4.

EARLY IN LIFE OF VT278:5.

FY 82 83 84

UNITS 9K 14K 5K

RAMP RATE: 2 QTRS UNTIL CROSSOVER IS DOMINANT6.

DECREASE TRANSFER COST BY 500+7.



TEAC RX50B

$600 510-569 (539) a6K UNITS

$618 475-553 (511) a9K UNITS

JUNE (FY82) JUNE (FY82)

475K 900K

- 400K -750K

- 75K -150K

a 24 24

TRANSFER COSTS

FY83

FY84

DELIVERY (FCS)

PROJECT COST

ENGRG

NPSU

BMC

NOTE: 1/0 CABLE, DOCUMENTATION AND MEDIA: EXTRA COST



RX02

VT278-AC

RX02-PA

VT278-AC

RX02-PE

CONFIGURATIONS

4-DRIVE

1000

2150

3150

MINIFLOPPY

1000

539 - 600

1539 - 1600

1000

1078 - 1200

2-DRIVE

1000

129]

2291

2078 - 2200



TEAC RX50B

SIZE 1008"3 674"3

POWER 42W 41W

WEIGHT 25LBS LILBS

MTBF >3000HRS >3000HRS

PERFORMANCE

ACCESS 10MS 6MS

AVERAGE ACCESS 366MS 264MS

MOTOR START



BENEFITS

RISK

TEAC

DRIVE IS ALREADY IN VOLUME
PRODUCTION

LOWER ENGINEERING COST IN FY82

POTENTIAL INTERCHANGE PROBLEM

NEW VENDOR TO DEC
10,000 MILES AWAY

RX50B

LOWER TRANSFER COST

INHOUSE DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE

BETTER PERFORMANCE, ETC.

MODERATE RISK ON

DELIVERY SCHEDULE



STORAGE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING

RECOMMENDS THE RX50B FOR THE VT278

REASONS

1. CONFIDENCE IN RX50 AS LEADERSHIP PRODUCT

2- VOLUME CAPACITY

3- CO-LOCATION WITH VT278 PRODUCTION

4. LOWER PRODUCT COST TO PRODUCT LINE

5+ OPTIMAL UTILIZATION OF DEC ASSETS

6- REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER OF FLOPPY DRIVES OFFERED BY DEC



e

TEAC (JUNE) RX50B (JUNE )

ENGINEERING

HARDWARE 400K 750K
SYSTEMS 258K 258K

SOFTWARE
WPS 150K 150K
RAINBOW 40K 40K
OS/78 10K (EST) 10K (EST)
COS/310 12K 12K
OTHER 10K+ 10K+

DOCUMENTATION 25K 25K
COURSE 17-25K 17.25K
PROTOTYPES 75K 75K

997.25 1347.25

OTHER

NPSU 75K 150K
CUSTOMER SERVICE TBD TBD
SDC 100K (CAPITAL)
FIELD TEST SUPPORT 25K 25K
BROCHURES 20K 20K

RX50B (OCT)

750K
258K

40K
10K (EST)
12K
10K+

_ - _

--

75K

1155.00

150K
TBD

25K
20K



TRADEOFF WITH V3.0

TEAC RX50B

ENGINEERING

HARDWARE/SYSTEMS 658K 1008K

ALLOCATED 750K 750K

92K (258K)

APPLICATIONS 107K 107K

WPS + COURSE 232-25K 232-25K

RX278 V3-0 ALLOCATED 636K 636K

RX278 V3-0 REMAINING 495.75K 145.75K



ASSUMPTIONS

1. SHIP SCHEDULE
FY82 FY83

UNITS ALT 1 0 8K

ALT 2 0 8K

FY84

2- MLP'S, DISCOUNTS & TRANSFER COSTS

ALTERNATIVE ] ALTERNATIVE 2

MLP 2,000 2,000
DISCOUNTS* 113 11%
TRANSFER COST 600 939

* SOURCE: VT278 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS - 8/27/80 JOE WINN

3+ ENGINEERING EXPENSES

ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTERNATIVE 2

ENGINEERING 997.25K 1347.25

NOTE: CAPITAL EXPENSES ARE ELIMINATED FROM THESE NUMBERS

ALTERNATIVE 3

2,000
11%
523

ALTERNATIVE 3

1155.00



WARRANTY EXPENSES
ALTERNATIVE 1

FY82 FY83

WARRANTY EXPENSE*
(% OF NOR)

2-/h 1.9%

* SOURCE VT278 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS -

MARKETING, SELLING, G&A EXPENSES
(ALL % OF NOR)

ALTERNATIVE J

JOE WI NN 8/27/80

ALTERNATIVE 2

FY82 FY83

4.9 4.8

19.0 18.3

8-8 8.3

32.7% 31.4%

FY82 FY83

MARKET ING 4.9% 4.8

SELLING 19.0% 18.3

G&A 8-84 8.3

TOTAL 32-/% 31.4%

SOURCE: VT278 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS - JOE WINN 8/27/80

LTERNATIVE 3

FY82 FY83

2-/% 1.9%

ALTERNATIVE 2

FY82 FY83

2-7h 1.9%

ALTERNATIVE 3
FY82 FY83

4.9 4.8

19.0 18.3

8.8 8-3

32-/% 31.4%



SALES AT MLP

DISCOUNTS

NOR

TRANSFER COST

WARRANTY EXPENSE

NEW PRODUCT STARTUP EXP.

GROSS MARGIN

MARKETING, SELLING, G&A

ENGINEERING

PBT

CUMULATIVE PBT

CUMULATIVE PBT
DISCOUNTED @ 40%

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

ALTERNATIVE 1

FY82

OK

0

997

(1,072)

(1,072)

(1,072)

FY83

16, 000K

1,760

14,240

4,800

271

ALTERNATIVE 2

FY82

OK

0

1,347

(1,497) 5,186

(1,497) 3,689

(1,497) 2,207

FY83

16, 000K

1,760

14,240

4,312

2/1

ALTERNATIVE 3

FY82

OK

0

1,155

(1,305)

(1,305)

(1,305)

FY83

12, 400K

1,364

11,036

3,243

000

000

210000

15 0 150 0 150 0

(75) 9,169 (150) 9,657 (150) 7,583

4,47] 0 4,47] 0 3,4650

000

4,698 4,118

3,626 2,813

2,284 1,636



ALTERNATIVES

TEAC INCREMENTAL TO CURRENT PLAN - (140.25)

RXSOB INCREMENTAL TO CURRENT PLAN - (490.25)

TEAC TRADEOFF WITH V3-0 - 495.75K

RX50B TRADEOFF WITH V3.0 - 145.75K

NOTE: NPSU NOT INCLUDED

APPLICATIONS NOT INCLUDED
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RASO PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

Shiements

Monti To CT Otner Tats]

Fain 120 gO 200

Maren

ArT LL 109 109 200

Meu 50 150 BOO

400 400 G00J me

L300

The other units gre currently mot totally commmited
to any orecifiec am +

"CC® CISTRIBUTTON:

AGORTION BELL HICK LESLIE ST LYLE
CARL REDRLELD GRANT SAVIERSNON METZGER
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see "To"

ee: DON DEROHE

SUBJECT: WEEKLY RX

Key Event

3 Proto Fab Units
Build/Evaluate
User Doc. Plan

PCA Control Prints
lifg. Print Release

User Proto's Avail.
Field Test Plan

DIT Couplete
Document. Complete

10 B.O.D. Units
10 Field Test Units

10 Field Test Units

10 Installability
Units

First Volume Ship
First Reveune Ship

Dual( Conmitted) $1291.00

Quad(Estimated)

DISTRIBUTION4
PEDESTAL UPDATE

Target
Date

2 July 81

3 July $1

8 July $1

9 July 81

9 July 81

9 July 81

10 July 81

30 July 81

7 Auzust $1

3 August 81

7 August 31

14 August 81

21 August 81

1 Oct.81

15 Oct. 81

Planned

$2196.00

DATE: WED 9 SEP 19 81 43:44 EDT
FROM: DON DEROIUE
DEPT: CPU/HFG ENG
EXT: 232-2320
LOC/MAIL STOP: AC/ 038

Ex pected Completed
Date Date

2 July 81 2 July 81

8 July 81 3 July 81

7 August 81 (Note 1)

9 July 81 9 July 81

9 July 381 9 July 81

9 July 81 July 81

15 July 81 15 July 81

TO:

10 August 31

7 August 81 7 August 81

3 August 31 3 August $1

21 August 81 4 Sept. 81

21 August 31 4 Sept. 81

21 August 81 4 Sept. 61

(Note 2)

2 Wks After
F.V.S.

Transfer Cost

Current

$1476.00

$2469.00

27 August 81 B.

Responsible
Person

D. Albano

Albano/Heacham

G. Cole

D. Albano

Albano/Meacham

Albano/Meacham

G. Cole

Meacham

Albano/Meachan

Lamothe

Lamothe

9

Lamothe

Lamothe

Lamothe

Cole

4185

+273



VT 278( Committed) $1000.00 $1261.00 +261

Note 1 The slip incurred is not expected to cause a slip in the FRS date.User Documentation to be available by 15 October 81.
Note 2 First Volume Ship date will slip out past 1 October 31. Dave Lamothe

and Ron Cajolet will commit to a new F.V.S. date by 23 September 81.

09-SEP-31 13:52:16 S 5054 MLDP

"TO" DISTRIBUTION:
®GORDON BELL BUZZ BROOKS PETER BROWN
RON CAJOLET JOHN D CAMERON GARY COLE
DAVE LANOTHE @F111 DAVEKNOLL @MLXX DAVID DORSCHELL @F111
ED TOHPKINS 2MLXX DICK ESTEN SI LYLE
PAUL MCGAUNN KEN OLSEN HERB SHANZER

_ 2 -



AGENDA - ETHERNET PRESS SEMINAR PRESENTATION

10 SEPTEMBER 1981

l. CURRENT STATUS

2. PRESENTATION OUTLINE

DISCUSS CONTENTS AND GRAPHICS

3. IEEE 802 VOTE IMPACT

4. DEC's POSITION ON 802

ATTENDEES

John Adams
Gordon Bell
Ed Canty
Terry4 Cullen
Ralph Dement
Pat Murphy



II.

OUTLINE OF DIGITAL PRESENTATION

FOR JOINT ETHERNET PRESS SEMINAR

WHY ARE LOCAL NETWORKS IMPORTANT TO BUSINESSI.

« EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY

- REVERSAL OF COMPUTING BUSINESS TRENDS

- ECONOMIES OF SCALE NO LONGER APPLY

- TREND FROM 60'S MAINFRAME TO 80'S WORKSTATION

ie. DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING

- NEED IN NEW ENVIRONMENT FOR INCREASED COMMUNICATIONS

WHY STANDARDS ARE CRITICAL TO THE NEXT GENERATION OF COMPUTING

SYSTEMS REQUIRE COMMON DATA PATHS TO ACHIEVE PRICE PERFORMANCE

- COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MULTIPLE VENDORS IS A GIVEN

- WITHOUT A STANDARD CONVERSIONS ARE REQUIRED ADDING COST AND

INEFFIENCIES WHILE REDUCING RELIABILITY
WITH A STANDARD MANUFACTURES, OEM'S AND END-USERS BENIFIT
PROCESS BY WHICH WORLD STANDARDS ARE ACHIEVED - DEC'S INVOLVEMENT



OUTLINE OF DIGITAL, PRESENTATION
FOR JOINT ETHERNET PRESS SEMINAR

4

III. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NEXT GENERATION OF COMPUTING4

- EMERGENCE OF WORKSTATIONS PROVIDING COMPUTING POWER AT ALL LEVELS
- NEW LEVELS OF PRICE PERFORMANCE DRIVING INDUSTRY

- MERGING OF DISTRIBUTED ACCESS AND DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING

- SHIFT IN EMPHASIS FROM TECHNICAL TO NON-TECHNICAL USERS



AUG 26 198)
Ken

2.18
* DIGITAL * INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Larry Portner DATE 24 August 81
FROM: MIKE Gutman i)
DEPT: PSD
EXTs 223-5285
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12-2/E71

SUBJECT: THE VT278 PACKAGING EXPERIENCE - THE COST IN TIME,
D LLARS AND PEOPLE

wrote rr. )an
I've had an opportunity to look at this issue from the three perspectivesindicated in the title. I believe there are some tough conclusions to be
drawn and solicit your help in changing the behavior we have to deal with
and we ourselves exhibit.
1. Time Cost

The VT278 was first shipped from volume on 3/38/81, then put on hold
for repackaging due to Ken's dissatisfaction with the "cube" package.
The resultant pedestal package has just been shipped from volume,
resulting in a 4 1/2 month program slip.

2. $ Cost T_ hor
a) Protos, environmental testing, tooling, startup, scrap of "cube"

design = $200+K.
b) Some exploration of alternatives (Spider stand, etc.) = $50K.
c) New design and costs to bring it to fruition = $400K.
a) Total = $650K.

3. People Cost GS

A. Process:
1. The original ""cube" design was approved within engineering

after much discussion and visibility.
2. Ken intervened late in the process and changed the ground

rules, by permitting the RX#2 to be repackaged - opening an
option not permitted in the original package design.

B. Frustrations:
1. Ken never clearly articulated what problem he wanted solved.

Therefore time and energy were wasted bringing forth a number
of "cut and try" alternatives. When Ken was pressed to clarify
the problem to be solved, he accused people of being "in love
with their idea", when in fact they were articulating the
constraints under which the'original design was conceived.



4.

2. Meetings/discussions were held and made without the responsible
people in attendance.
The responsible people then inherited dictum's which included
schedules, scrap costs, etc., etc.

3.

The "cube" design was made visible during the original decision
process, but no time was invested by Ken to understand it.

Other Issues Being Worked Simultaneously
1.

2.

3.

Mfg. became very responsive. because they didn't want to be
viewed as a bottleneck.
Certain packaging people wanted to show that packaging could be
done very quickly, but never took ownership of the complete job
- only the idea and prototype generation.
The time to market issue was receiving a lot of heat.

Other Costs/ConfusionsD.

l. Demotivated the design team as many (overtime) hours were spent
solving a problem they didn't understand.

User documentation came to a halt as product was.changed.9

Product Lines were confused about what they would sell and
when.

3.

Other developments slipped as resources were focused on the
redesign.

4.

4. Conclusions
A. What Was Good?

1.

2.

3.

New design has smaller footprint.
Forced Mfg. to set a "not to exceed" cost which -

Created focus for them to really work transfer cost.

What Was Bad?B.

1.

2.

3.

Problem never really articulated.
Ground rules changed when Ken intervened.

The lack of a clearly written down Engrg. process
permits/invites people to disrupt the product flow whenever
they see fit.
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4. Other issues were being worked.
5. Time was not invested to understand the original approved

design.
Attitudes
Several engineers involved are seeking a "change of venue" as a
result of the above. They agree that wherever they go it should
have one prime requisite: the probablity of Ken mucking in the
Space should be very low.

The Other SideD.

It would be interesting to hear Ken's summary of what transpired.
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DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

Ken Olsen DATE: 28 AUG 1981TO:
FROM: Dave Knoll
DEPT: Mfg. Admin.
EXT: 223-2900
LOC/MS: ML1-4/P14

SUBJ: YOUR QUESTIONS - THE 278 AND IT'S PAST SCHEDULES

Bottom line - floppy packaging has never been the gating factor in getting the
278 to market. The plan has always been to ship with whatever was the best
floppy package available at the time that the terminal and the software were
ready.

The packaging history (in addition to the "pieces", RX78, VT278, etc) was that
during last Q1 and Q2, the package was to be an H9780 - a desk-like package with
a metal top. This died in February after 100 prototypes had been built, and was
followed by a modified (cleaner cables) H978, then the "spider", and finally the
pedestal concept in March.

The original 278 FCS schedule was July 1980 (from January '81 yellow book). The
July to January time was spent with numerous 278 design changes - many driven by
{the then new) FCC requirements.

Manufacturing schedules for the terminal back in December 1980/January 1981
called for building 100 in Q3 and 400 in Q4. This is what actually happened.

The first VI278's had a rollover problem which was found in field test. The
attached 278 status report that was generated right after the rollover problem
was found gives a clear picture of where the project was on April 29, At that
point we had built 76 units (with the ROM problem) and were planning to build
400 more in Q4 with the ROM simulator fix which is what ultimately happened.

The product was announced in June, and the first terminals were sent to the
stores. Production software was released to the stores at the end of July after
completing a change to the owner's guide generated by the customer
installability audit.

We probably could have done these documentation changes a couple of weeks sooner
in June if packaging changes weren't also going on at the same time. To this
extent, floppy packaging did impact initial 278 shipments.

Gary Cole would be a person with more details if you would like them. He has
been with the program since the beginning.

/jb
Attachment
8/28/81 1.34
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+ +:digital: INTEROFFICE MEMO+ +

TO: Dave Knoll Date: 31 August 1981
From: Ken Olsen
Dept: Administration
MS: ML10-2/A50 Ext: 2301

SUBJ: VT278 PACKAGING EXPERIENCE

I would like to hear your observations on this.

KHO/er

Attachment
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* DIGITAL * AUG 2 71981 INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMKRERKIKEKKKAKEK

KENNETH H. OLSEN

DEPT: PSD
EXT: 223-5285
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12-2/E71

SUBJECT: THE VT278 PACKAGING EXPERIENCE - THE COST IN TIME,
DOLLARS AND PEOPLE

I've had an opportunity to look at this issue from the three perspectives
indicated in the title. I believe there are some tough conclusions to be
drawn and solicit your help in changing the behavior we have to deal with
and we ourselves exhibit.
1. Time Cost

The VT278 was first shipped from volume on 3/36/81, then put on hold
for repackaging due to Ken's dissatisfaction with the cube" package.
The resultant pedestal package has just been shipped from volume,
resulting in a 4 1/2 month program slip.

2. $ Cost

a) Protos, environmental testing, tooling, startup, scrap of "cube"
design = $200+K.

b) Some exploration of alternatives (Spider stand, etc.) = $5OK.
c) New design and costs to bring it to fruition = $400K.
Gd) Total = S650K.

3. People Cost

A. Process:
J. The original "cube" design was approved within eng: neering

after much discussion and visibility.
2. Ken intervened late in the process and changed the ground

rules, by permitting the RX@2 to be repackaged - opening an
option not permitted in the original package design.

B. Frustrations:
1. Ken never clearly articulated what problem he wanted solved.

Therefore time and energy were wasted bringing forth a number
of "cut and try" alternatives. When Ken was pressed to clarify
the problem to be solved, he accused people of being "in love
with their idea", when in fact they were articulating the
constraints under which the original design was conceived.

TO: Larry Portner DATE: 24 August 81
Gordon Bell FROM MIKE GUTMAN I
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4.

2. Meetings/discussions were held and made without the responsible
people in attendance.
The responsible people then inherited dictum's which included
schedules, scrap costs, etc., etc.3.

The "cube" design was made visible during the original decision
process, but no time was invested by Ken to understand it.

C. Other Issues Being Worked Simultaneously
1.

2.

3.

Mfg. became very responsive because they didn't want to be
viewed as a bottleneck.
Certain packaging people wanted to show that packaging could be
done very quickly, but never took ownership of the complete Job
- only the idea and prototype generation.
The time to market issue was receiving a lot of heat.

D. Other Costs/Confusions
l. Demotivated the design team as many (overtime) hours were spent

solving a problem they didn't understand.

User documentation came to a halt as product was changed.2.

Product Lines were confused about what they would sell and
when.

3.

Other developments slipped as resources were focused on the
redesign.

4.

4. Conclusions
A. What Was Good?

l.
2.

3.

New design has smaller footprint.
Forced Mfg. to set a "not to exceed" cost which -

Created focus for them to really work transfer cost.

B. What Was Bad?

1.

2.
3.

Problem never really articulated.
Ground rules changed when Ken intervened.

The lack of a clearly written down Engrg. process
permits/invites people to disrupt the product flow whenever
they see fit.
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4. Other issues were being worked.
5. Time waS not invested to understand the original approved

design.
Attitudes
Several engineers involved are seeking a "change of venue" as a
result of the above. They agree that wherever they go it should
have one prime requisite: the probablity of Ken mucking in the
Space should be very low.

The Other SideD.

It would be interesting to hear Ken's summary of what transpired.
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*DIGITAL& INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Ken Olsen DATE: 2 SEP 1981

PETES TEESE ES EES fF

FROM: Dave Knoll
DEPT: Mfg. Admin.
EXT: 223-2900
LOC/MS: ML1-4/P14

SUBJ: FURTHER 278 OBSERVATIONS -

Below are some additional observations that I would add to my 8/28 note after seeing
Mike's memo and the things that concerned him.

Delays - As I said in my earlier note, PACKAGING WAS NEVER THE GATING ITEM FOR 278
SHIPMENTS.

Packaging was a disruption though and whenever a program gets thrown into change
mode, there is bound to be an effect - people tend to take their eye off the ball.
It's a little like when there's a disruption in the bleachers at a baseball game,
it takes a lot of professionalism for the fielder to ignore it. I'm sure that
software, documentation, user tests, etc. suffered somewhat due to the packaging
commotion. I THINK FOCUSING ON THE PACKAGING EFFORT EVEN NOW IS LIKE TURNING TO
WATCH THE DISRUPTION IN THE BLEACHERS - LET'S NOT MISS THE BALL!

Rules - In March when I got involved, I ran into comments such as, "The packaging
had been changed" and "Obviously, if we can change the RX package, it's a

new ball game't. I believe people had felt for some time that the energy and
t required to change floppy packaging was so great (in hassle terms) that it
n't be done. It did take intervention such as yours to "throw the rule out".
the "rule" was out, packaging was a whole new ball game. THERE HAS TO BE A

I think people need to have goals and they need to buy into them and be
able to put them in context. For the pedestal, people did understand the goals at
one level. We were repackaging the floppies into a pedestal to get a better
looking, more compact package - one that would be more exciting at no more cost
than the H978 and we would do it in a big hurry. In this sense, people set out to
meet the goals.

rules
whole
effor
could
Once
BETTE R WAY TO THROW AWAY DUMB "RULES" OR EVEN TO DISCOVER WHAT THEY ARE.

Goals

At another level though, the "why" for the goal wasn't clear - and I think this is
what Mike encountered as he spoke to people. When they came up for air, I think
people were thinking, "Will we sell more units with this effort?" and "Wouldn't
the resources be better spent on other programs - mini floppies, options, etc?"
WE CERTAINLY DID THE PEDESTAL FAST BUT THERE WASN'T UNIVERSAL BUY-IN THAT IT WAS

THE BEST THING TO BE DOING. Everyone pitched in though, with an attitude of
"let's get the job done fast and well".

People Benefits - I think there were some _-_ The packaging efforts took a lot of
effort - by a lot of people. Maynard and Westfield manufacturing people, product
and packaging engineering people, and many others did some things significantly
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TO: KEN OLSEN
FROM: MIKE GUTMAN
DEPT: PSD
EXT: 223-5285
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12-2/E71

ce: *GORDON BELL
LARRY PORTNER

SUBJECT: VT278 PACKAGING EXPERIENCE

# 61

Ken, I didn't mean to engage you in a debate when I wrote the original
memo. Hy purpose was to indicate that whenever you enter a product
area, even in the most casual manner, there are usually significant
ripple effects which cause energies to be redirected. I have no
desire to contain or stop your inquiries, merely to channel them so
that the responsible individuals are aware of them, and are properly
responsive given the available resources and commitments.

I will answer the questions you asked in your memo and then be still,
as I've adequately covered the point I wanted to make.

1. You are correct when you say you never told anyone to make the
pedestal for the VT278. However, I do believe you expressed your
ideas to Gonzalés who then set about putting your ideas into a

prototype. I'm also told that you expressed your interest in the
pedestal to Jack Smith. I suspect those casual expressions were
enough to cause a decision to be made by the responsible parties
(Stan, Si, Buzz, Gerry Moore, at OPS committee).

2. The cube would have been ready to ship on 3/30 as I stated, except
for the hold put on for repackaging. You are correct about the
metal table top being needed to pass FCC. Thanks for getting John
Kirk into the act, for he did a fine job of cleaning up the FCC
problem. The table top FCC fix was indicative of our rather poor
knowledge of FCC emission problems and cures, but even so we were
prepared to ship the product. In fact, 100 sets of hardware were
prepared and then scrapped when the hold was put on. As an aside,
waile the VT278 folks had relatively little knowledge of how to
fix the FCC problem, our mechanical folks who produced the package
had even less. I suspect we would have eventually fixed the
problem properly as our knowledge improved, but fortunately John
Kirk was there to save the day.

As a final note, your recent memo about the VT200 and CT200, coupled
with the VT278 response to me triggered a thought. Rather than John
Kirk going to Japan, why not plug his expertise into the VT200/CT200
area? Area of interest (Small Systems) and capabilities seem a

reasonable match.

DATE: THU 3 SEP 1981 10:05 EST
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lil INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Bruce Ryan DATE : February

FROM: Joe Winn
cc: Gary Cole DEPT: CPG/Finance

Hezekiah Simmons EXT: 264-7287
LOC/MAIL STOP: MK1/2C36

SUBJECT: VT278 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Per your request, I have completed a quick relook at the VT278
Financial Analysis based on a substantial reduction in the ship forecast
and the latest changes to the Word Processing and Retail Stores financial
model during F.Y. 1981-1984. Key factors which should be considered when
reviewing this analysis are (1) Both RPG and WPG are loss or low profit
businesses during this product's lifetime (2) There is no visible DEC
product alternative to the vT278. The VT78 price has been slashed
substantially and the CTLOO(KO) will not be available before F.Y. 1983
(3) the vT278 is an interim product that will keep both RPG and WPG
active during F.Y. 1982 and F.Y. 1983.

My summary conclusions based on the below and attached analysis are
as follows:

Despite a substantial reduction in forecast volumes, this product
continues to achieve a reasonable markup (2.7x) and an average
lifetime Gross Margin at 49%

A full Internal Rate of Return and Operating Profit analysis are
not necessarily meaningful in this case because this product would
be burdened with Product Group allocations (Marketing, Administration,
etc.) that are based on the Product Group Cost Models - and are thus,
excessive. This product, in effect would be penalized for a lack of
product in this space.

With average Cost of Market and Sales Costs, this product achieves
satisfactory Operating Profit and Return.

of the WPG and RPG Cost Models to determine what portion of their
direct costs are directly product related and what portion are based
on inefficiency of being at a lower than anticipated volume level.

A complete analysis of this product would require a full dissection

Summary Analysis is as follows:

The VT278 is a single user, small business system that runs Word/List
Processing, Retail Stores (Dental, Property, etc.) and other application
packages. The product was a planned replacement for the VTt78 and was

expected to have peak revenue producing years in the F.Y. 1983-84 timeframe.



Lifetime shipments were planned at 50K Units. Several issues have
forced a substantial reduction in the unit forecasts.

(1) COEM has decided to transfer all 8-based business to TPL.

(2) Word Processing has developed a strategy around ll-based systems.

(3) Retail Stores growth plans have been reduced.

Total VT278 unit shipments are now 11K.

A comparison of the Current Analysis (Attachment B) and the August, 1980
BURP Analysis (higher volumes, better performance models in WPG, RPG) is
shown below:

VT278 Jan., 1981 August 1980

Lifetime Units 11K 50K
Ave. MLP $10.4K $10.1K
Ave. Transfer Cost $ 3.8K $ 3.5K
NOR $ 104K $ 451M
Gross Margin % 49% 57%
Operating Profit % -3% 25%
Internal Rate of Return 0% 57%

As shown above, the most significant impact to Operating Profit %

occurs below the Gross Margin level. This happens because the Direct
product related categories - MLP, Transfer Cost and Warranty per unit
do not change substantially at the lower volumes, however, product group
expense allocations - Marketing, Administration, Sales have changed as
discussed above.

An example of the impact to this analysis with a change in Product
Group Allocations is displayed below. The Corporate average performance
for all Product Group Direct Expense categories has been applied in the
following (Attachment C).

Jan. 1981 Jan. 1981
VT278 (Corp. Ave.) (Current Model)

Lifetime Units 11K 11K
Ave. MLP $10.4K $10.4K
Ave. Transfer Cost $ 3.8K $ 3.8K
NOR $ 104M
Gross Margin % 49%
Operating Profit % 22%
Internal Rate of Return % 87%

$ 104M
49%

0%

As shown above, with no change in Gross Margin, average Corporate
performance in Direct Expenses produces a favorable Operating Profit and
anexcellent TRR%.

I have attached BURP Summary Forms (B & C) Forecast Comparisons (A) and

Assumptions (D). Let me know if you want me to pursue this further.



ATTACHMENT A

VT278
COMPARISON OF FORECASTS

UNITS

WORD PROCESSING

RETAIL

OEM

TOTAL (External)

81
82
83
84

TOTAL

81
82
83
84

TOTAL

81
82
83
84

TOTAL

81
82
83
84

TOTAL

AUGUST
1980

(Product Mgr.)

700
5,000
6,500
3,500
15,700

JANUARY
1981

113
3,000
1,000

4,113

500
3,000
6,000
9,000
18,500

500
3,000
3,500
4,500
11,500

1,700
11,000
16,000
17,000
45,700

100
2,400
3,000

5,500

20
900
500

1,420

?

233
6,300
4,500

11,033



< PROFIT/LOSS SHEET FOR VT-278AA

BASE PLAN FILE #: A00358
o

weG, RPL, CeSr ModiCHANGED ON: 810127

PRODUCT: VT-278AA BEGINNING ON: _800701
CMONEY EXPRESSED IN 1000 DOLLAR UNITS]

ERROR G37Z20 IRR NET ROW (NET.CASH.FLOW) SUMS TO ZERO OR LESS THAN ZERO!
++. 18839 ...BAD CROSSOVER DATE CALCULATION...

HERES

; ERROR 63720 IRR NET ROW (NET.CASH.FLOW) SUMS TO ZERO OR Less THAN ZERO!

eeeRHE

;
O .

i ;

TITLE UNITS 80/07 81/07 82/07 83/07 TOTAL SOURCE

TRANSFER COST/UNIT 4419 4064 3579.. . 0 (82>
C DISCOUNT FACTOR 0.8 0.9 0.8 1 CAT)

3 . EQUIPMENT NOR M 2.18 59.9 0 104 425) +

--OTHER-NOR -

TOTAL NOR M 2.19 39.9 41.8 0 104 (13)
TRANSFER COST M 1.02 25.6 16.1 0 (123
F.%. CONTRACT COST (ag)

QARRANTY COST (75)
4 MUG, STARTU COST (aT)

OTHER COE4 h 1859 1068 Z721 CAT?

:
4

COST OF NCR M 4,25 91.7 18.3 'O 52.9. 18)
HARGIM 9,8 21.8 $1 (37)

G&A EXPENSE 4 175 0 . S774 (G3)
w HARDWORE DEW EXP. 500 50 650 (AT)

SOFTWARE DEV EXP, « 250 750 (AT)

& TOTAL EXPENSES 2.26 31.9 13.7 54 (26)

LESS 46% TAX K "611 -1722 294 -0 -1949 (71)

PLUS DEPRECIATION (77)

WIP SHIFY K -2346 -3692 6033 4 0 (79)

ATNCF M -3.93 -i2.9 11.2 3.43 1.58 (68)
ATDLF @ 40% K -3338 -9241 S717 1270 -S59° (74)

WIP MONTHS tet 4.5 o + Be)
ALB MONTHS. 1

18633 ...BAD CROSSOVER DATE CALCULATION...
1eAFTER TAX SUMMARY: : :

SHIP SHIP cost PRICE A/R WIP
~ DLY MULT MULT MULT MULT MULT :

0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

DEVEL. BRKEUN
$NPU @ 4.%SGRoss -GROSS PROFIT. PROFIT

$SALES SMARGIN MARGIN BEF TAX BEF TAX $DEV = SALE DATE
~2NOR_NOR

104000.2 Si091.3 49.13% ~2934 ~2.82% 400 1.35%

PERIOD BEGINNING

SHIPMENTS 233 6300 4500
MLP/UNIT K 10.4 10.3 10.3

41 a
FIELD SERVICE NOR (AT)
SFIWARE SUPPORT NOR CAT?)

CALM

C
SW SUPPORT (AT): T
FS&T COST 793 2159 1045 0 32823 (52)

WARRAK"Y COST k 97.6 2394 1674 0 4135 14)
4

2

B om

MARKETING EXP 10.38 7.4 0 18.4 (672)
SALES EMFENSE i* 3.78 17.6 1) 28.3 (88)

DEV OTHER EXPENSE (AT?
DEV MGT EXPENSE {AT)

AT)OTHER CXNPENSE

PROFIT BEFORE TAX K -1328 -3746 2241 G ~2934 (19)
PET % TO TOTAL NOR -G0.5 -G.24 S.41 ~2.82 (28)

ry PROFIT AFTER TAX K 1156 Oo -1564 (78;717
LESS CAPITAL (36)

FLUS BUY BACK (8S)
ALR SHIFT K -274 ~7222 4o1i 3465 (72)

1 1



PROFIT/LOSS SHEET FOR VT-278AA

BASE PLAN FILE ae AooasB Corp Avc
CHANGED ON! 810127

4

[MONEY EXPRESSED IN 1000 DOLLAR UNITS?

C>
1

RHERRE

AFTER TAX SUMMARYIT:
SHIP SHIP COST PRICE A/R WIP
DLY MULT MULT MULT MULT MULT

0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 ;

O HREREE

- _#.NOR_
104000.2 50215.2 48.28% 22815 21.94% 1400 1.35% 92: 2 agac.s

%

PERIOD BEGINNING "es,TITLE UNITS 80/07 81/07 82/07 83/07 TOTAL SOURCE

SHIPMENTS 233 6300 4500 0 11033° (27) 4

DISCOUNT FACTOR 0.9 0.9 0.3 a (AT)

FIELD SERVICE NOR CAT

TOTAL NOR M 2.19 59.9 41.8 * 104 (13)
: TRANSFER CCST M 1.02 25.8 16.1 42.7 (12)

cb HARRANT* COST (76)
* 3. STARTUP COST iat)

THER COST K 52 1599 Long O (AT)

GREE MARGI' O.9D 2:.3 (37)
MARKETING K 153 4153 7269 (67)

a SOETWARE we EXP. 250 750 (AT)
DE OTHER -}PENSE (AT)
DEV MGT EXPENSE (AT)

i OTHER EXPENSE CAT)

,
TOTAL EXPENSES 1.29 {5.5 19.3 0 . 27.4 (26)

PROFIT BEFORE TAX M -0.37 12.3 10.7 Q 22.8 19)
PET % TO TOTAL NGR ~16.9 26.6 25.6 21.9 (29)
LESS 46% TAX K -i71 5E98 4367 0 10494 (71)
PROFIT AFTER TAX K -200 C869 585: G 12320 (78)
LESS CAPITAL (36)
PLUS DEPRECIATION {77)
FLUS BUY BACK (a5)
A/R SHIFT K -274 -7222 4011 3485
WIE SHIFT -2346 -3692 6058 fe) (73)

ATNCF M -2.82 -4.22 15.6 3.48 12.3 (68) ;

ATDCF @ 40% K -282Z -3018, 8103 1270 3532 (74)

WIP MONTHS Lal 4.5 (84)
A/R MONTHS 1.5 1.5 1 (83)

a PRODUCT: VT-278AA BEGINNING ON: .800701

GROSS GROSS PROFIT PROFIT DEVEL. BRKEUN
$NPY @ 40%$SALES SMARGIN MARGIN BEF TAX BEF TAX DEV : SALE DATE

C. MLP/UNIT K 10.4 10.5 10.3 (at)
TRANSFER COST/UNIT 4419 4064 3379 0 (82)
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ATTACHMENT D

ASSUMPTIONS

l. This analysis includes revenue and cost of a typical VT278 Systemconfiguration including a VT278 AA terminal, table, DP278 Comm
Option, printer (LA34W, LA120, LOP-02, COPSE, or LA24) and Software.Costs as of 03, F.Y.1981 are included.

2. vT278 planned shipments and builds are as follows with fis.st Customer
Ship planned at Q4/F.. 1981.

SHIPMENTS 81 82 83

RPG 100 2,400 3,000
WPG 113 3,000 1,000
OEM & Other 20 900 500

233 6,300 4,500

BUILD 600 8,000 2,433

INVENTORY MONTHS 1.1 4.5

3. MLP/TRANSFER COST
MLP TRANSFER COST

vT278 AA ~ with 64KB and RX02 5,395 2,200
Table 500 150
DP278 1,000 240

SOFTWARE

WP - with LP 900 50
COS 310/08 78/WP 3,140 50

PRINTER
LA34 900 560
LA120 2,100 829
LQP02 3,500 1,375
LOPSE 3,500 2,330

All WP Sales with LOP (LOP-02, Q3 FY 1982)
50% RPG and OEM Sales with LQP
33% of Systems Include DP~278
OEM Sales Include COS 310/0S 78/WP License

Weighted Ave. MLP Transfer Cost by Product Group :

MLP TRANSFER COST

VT278-AA $5,395 $ 2,200WP /RPG/OEM
Table 500 150
DP-278 333 80
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ATTACHMENT D (cont'd)

MLP TRANSFER COST

WP/RPG Software $ 900 $ 50
OEM Software 3,140 50

WP Printer
(thru 02/82) 3,500 2,330

Printer
(after 92/82) 3,500 1,375

OEM/RPG Printer
(thru Q2/82)

Printer
(after 92/82)

TOTAL WPG Thru Q2/82
After Q2/82

RPG Thru Q2/82
After 92/82

OEM Thru 92/82
After Q2/82

4. DISCOUNTS - ALLOWANCES

OEM 23%
RPG 5%
WPG 15%

5. RECEIVABLES

RPG 0
WPG 60 days
OEM 60 days

6. WEIGHTED AVE. ~ COS

Other COS
FA&T
HW Warr
Mkt, Adm., etc.
Selling
corp. Services

( Eng.
( Warranty Per Unit

2,800

2,800

MLP

$10,628
10,628

9,928
9,928

12,168
12,168

1,580

1,100

TRANSFER COST

$ 4,810
3,855

4,060
3,580

4,060
3,580

8381 82

2.3%
2.5%
6.0%

17.7%
24.0%
5.5%

2.4% 2.4%
3.6% 3.6%
8. 7% 8.4%
24.6% 17.6%
36.4% 29.2%
8.0% 5.5%

$200K )

$372
$500K $500K

$419 $380



+

faster than normal in response to a program that, I think, they all got excited
about. I THINK THE RESPONSIVE EFFORTS OF WESTFIELD/MAYNARD COULD POSITIVELY BE
VIEWED AS GETTING THINGS DONE IN A HURRY FOR A PROJECT THEY FELT WAS IMPORTANT. I
was impressed by what happened. I don't think people's motivation was just to
Stay off the critical path.

I think a high energy program such as this also has some longer term benefits in
that it tends to force people to work together and rely on each other more.think there is some lasting good that comes from this. Occasional crash programswill increase the speed and cooperation with which other programs happen. BUT - A
CRASH PROGRAM IS NOT THE WAY TO RUN THE RAILROAD EVERY DAY, ALTHOUGH I THINK IT'S
GOOD THERAPY EVERY COUPLE OF YEARS.

Attitudes - I didn't run into the attitudes that Mike did. I didn't feel that the
design team was demotivated - on the contrary, I felt that the excitement that
comes with change and "doing the impossible" overshadowed a frustration with the
goals. I also feel, though, that if I were at the bottom looking up, I might well
say, "ISN'T THERE A BETTER WAY COULDN'T ALL OF THIS HAVE BEEN AVOIDED BY GETTING
AT THE ISSUES SOONER?"

Other Issues One of my observations of the program was how segmented the efforts
seemed to be. To have a clear bull's eye to shoot at, I think we need to view
products in their entirety - terminal, packaging, options, storage, software,
documentation, distribution, and promotion and all the pieces need to see the same
bull's eye so trade offs can be made. Too much emphasis on any of these can take
our eyes off the others. These product changes happened at a time when the
marketing environment was quite unstable - everything was changing at once and
this didn't help. I feel that while there is clearer direction now, it is still
too easy for too many people to focus on one part (like packaging if you are in
mechanical design or software if you are in programming) and too hard to clearly
see the same bull's eye as the customer sees. WHENEVER OUR COLLECTIVE VIEW OF THE
BULL'S EYE IS BLURRED, WE'RE LESS LIKELY TO HIT THE TARGET.

Conclusions - We couldn't and shouldn't plan to introduce every product this way,
but once every two years, it's good to shake the cobwebs. This is especially
useful when the environment perceives that a super idea is being accelerated as
opposed to a mistake being corrected.

Knowing the interest that you and Gordon and others far from the projects have
(and should have) in packaging, it seems like it sure might make some sense for
project architects and engineers to make it easier for communication to occur.
The engineering process should provide for this.
I think there's an analogy that has worked well in the past in constructing
buildings. The architectural review and "picking of the brick color" was a good
vehicle that allowed you and others to be influential and comfortable with the
"packaging" of our various operations. The various alternatives considered and

their pros and cons were presented and understood.

There's no more reason to have to pick or change sizes, shapes, and colors of
products at the last minute than there is to do the same for buildings. The

process should be formal and should be set up by the people responsible for the

project because this shows a desire for feedback. THESE THINGS HAVE TO BE CAUGHT

EARLIER!

/jb
9/2/81 1.42
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TO; see "TO" DISTRIBUTION NATE? SUN 14 SEF 1989 1303 FM EDT
FROM? GORTION RELL
QEPT? OOD
EAT? 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOR? MLI2-1/AS1

SUBJECT? WFS/EMS/KO DIRECTION AND STATUS

RETRIEVED FROW ARCHIVAL OM FRI 26 JUN 1981
The attached is indicative of the nish degree
of confusion end unrroductive hescle currounding the WES/OFIS/KO
rrogram across the Corroration. I nelieve we must do everything
mecessary to focus manssement ettentian on the criticel issues
and to limit the level of hassle wherever rossible. The
following if @ brief statement of our current Ensinecring
tratesy which I rrorose we use to helr eleer the air and focus

menasement ottention across the Corroretion,
1. Foundation Stretesy

The KO hes become the tor priority towerd the
achievement of the Foundetian Strategy arrroved oy the
Marketing Committce on 25 August 1980. The first version of
GFIS on KO will be @ single ucers "minimum" imelementation of
Word Frocessing on s sound erchitectural base. Clean
architecture and time to market ere the criticel success
factors. The functionality of Vil will be defined by
Engineering and reviewed with the Merketing Committee. We
will follow KO V1 with greater functionality im V2. We will
also be moving later versions to multi-user orerating
systems. At rresent,s I believe we should do omly this for
UNS. At this times I don't want Ensinecring to be aquotins
schedules or functionelity om any activity beyond KO Vi,
want to focus their attention exclusively om the Vi KO
eroJect. We will continue to eccert F reauirements for
future versions through our Product Menagement orgenizetion
(Si Lule's rour), I do not went Engineering resronding ta
these reauirements until the schedule, functionality, and
architecture of KO Vi software is well established and deer
into the implementation Fhace,

WORT-11

Tt was also adreed at the 25 Marketing Committee
meeting to besin immedietely nedgotisoting with DFT in on
attemet to bring WORTH 14 into TEC as e corrarete Froduct an
RST,. Kuzs Brooks has the action item to rerort back to the
Marketing Commitee om how WURT-11 will be sold and surrorted
by WEG and the end-user rroduct srours. IT am that
if we are successful in bringims WORT-11 ain houses we will
stor selling the WS200 multi-user FIF-8 In
T am horing that the Electronic File Cabinet CEFC) will be
ummecessary with the acauisition of WORD-ii s @ corrorete



Products in that 2 bounded version of WORD-i1 will sccome lichSimiliar functionality,
Electronic Maila +

Engineering still has a commitment to produce am Electronic
Mail (DECMAIL) on VMS and test market this rroduct
on as soon as roesible, I om giving the sbove twoectivities (RO and WORT-11) tor rriorite within
and I want to defer (temrorerily? selivite on
NECMAIL until the ardenizetional end technical issues
surrounding KO end WORT-11 ere sorted out. Once this is

we will rrovide a firm schedule for the test
marketing of DECMAIL under Vis.

I hore this clarifies the Engineering stratesys for Word
Frocessing amd Electromic Meil es it has evolved raridly over the
rast several weeks. Il need your surrort to focus manesgement
attention end criticel resources toward the successful completion
of these critical rrovects. We mec a mow to strensthen our
resolver focus our management attentions end curb our insatiable
eroduct/feature arretites until we esteblish 3 firm hese Leear
which we cam build. Unless we bedin to get an underlying
technical hba,» there will be mo basis for building anything!
Meetings and memos do mot rroduce rroducts.
I would hore the reorle who sre moved to continue meeting on
epoduct direction and recuirements would temrorarily suspend
their meetings and consider how we misht sell the we
heve and are treing to buy. Flease let me consratulete vou on
the admirable Job vou have done in stating the Product

e

t am rersonalle involved in the design of the base architecture
and feel we are addressing the reauirements,

We will mot orerate in a vacuums but will heve review in well
defined fashion. Furthermore, there will be Frogress rerorts es
we Froceed with the design. Bruce Stewarts Boo McKenzie end Bob
elev will outline the deleiled werocess this mext week.

"TO" DISTRIBUTION:

BUZZ BROOKS TOM CHISHOLM BOR TALLEY
ROSE ANN GIORDANO OPERATIONS COMMITTEE: LARRY FORTNER
GLENN REYER BRUCE STEWART TOM VLACH
TEL WEBBER

ATTACHED: MEMOs153



BUEBJECTS

Os J wumde retand
following

2+ TECMAIk.

3, GOFIS
Qi FY 83

Ir. additior
OUT» which is

KNOCKOUT 38 small rerconal comeuter that can

Version
Version

The Technical

For 3 mor ths TG has asked for the reguirements
be included ain
reauirememts are mot being met py
Foundatio
JECHNICAL

SHORT TER4 (0 -

ao Legered Word Frocessind on

LONG TERMS

o Lesvered Word Processing oan

WF

K i t a ] x
ORO

TO" QISTRIBUTION DATE 3 FRI SEF 1980 2i1? PH EDT
FROM? JOAN ROSS
LEFT +

3 TECHNICAL GROUF ADMIN
EXT$ 231-5037
LOC/MAIL STOR? MR1-1/A65

OFIS STRATEGY NOT MEETING MAJOR TG NEEDS

it the OFIS stretesy has evolved into the
series of Products?

on RSTS FY8? or earlier
or VMS Qi FY82 or earlier

FOUNTIATITOH WF/EM an VMSr end them other of sus

there is mow 8 m@w susteme level rroducts KNOCK
in some weu tied to GFIS stoete

bes

1 ~ months limited WRS
24 months with full WF

Grour hee concerns relating to the OFIS
and the mew suctemse level rroduct.

following to
the OFIS stretesu. Qur cancern is that these

1 of OFIS
Mm nor Word-1l.
GROUF OFIS REQUIREMENTS

18 MONTHS)

RSX bu Qi FY82

(18 ~ 24 MONTHS)

VMS be FY8S.
must include?

+ Ortions) Character Sel Scientific
+ Math -- Including formule facilities
+ Ability in text WF hooksto embed Grarnice
into GIGI and other grerhic rrograms

+ Editor for WF and DF must be the same

Legered Electronic Mail with the ability to

KXOK HORA

T?) see



handle grarhices text and date,
o Lavered WR/EM/Adm Function Products whichinterfece with the softwere bus af LIFTotal Lab Comeutler

o Orerating System Friorities
1. VMS
2, RSX
3. RSTS
4. RT (not for EM)
a+ TOFS 20/10

These meeds are te must for TG becsuse we have a larse
market demand to be met over the next tiree veers. If
we had the above rroducts today we could sell the
following mumber of

TG LAYERED FRODUCTS MARKET FOTENTIAL
(Number of Fackages Sold)

FYS2 FY83 FYBA

WORD PROCESSING

VMS 970 2A00
RSX 450 700 700

TOFS 10/20 150 120 a0

ELECTRONIC MAIL

WMS 670 1350 1900
RSX 280 500 400
RSTS 50 100 40
TOFS 10/20 70 70 30

1400

RT 1000 1200
RSTS 150 300 159

SRAPHICS TERMINALS to use srarhics/text interfece
GIGI 14000 16000 20000
VT125 6000 10000 14900

o This worldwide forecest ecsumes that we had the
UNS» R&X> RSTS»s and RT rroduct availeble Qi FY82.
It also assumes that the RT sustem is a subset
at $2K» versus #10K for the others.

There is a need for the followings OFIS ection items
to occurs

1. Version 1 of OFIS Foundetion must inelude
SCIENTIFIC CHARACTER SET FORMULA FACILITIES
ARILITY TO EMBED GRAPHICS IN TEXT.

that Knock Qut is likely ta delay
OF IS FOUNDATION delivery dete of Gi FY83. if

-4



this 15 sor we need to exrlore with DFD setting
WORTI-ii on VMS and/or RSX as an actual rroduct.

3, Alsa TEC meeds to solve 1 vear incongruity of
WF oom RSTS send EM on VMS,

TG needs to understands the KNOCK OUT eroduct with the
followings action items to occur.

1. KO need to formally clarify imrect on OFIS
FOUNTIATION roduct.

2+ TG should be thoroushly informed about the KO
Fraduct stratesy,

3+ TG meeds the orrortunite to rotition KO rroduct
im terms of our own merket stretestios,

4. TG needs to mect with KO team to discuss
how it fits our merket and raise issues
of concern,

OS-SEP-GO 14334335 S 2365

"TO" DISTRIBUTIONS

BARBARA CHAFIN @MRII FAUL BAUER GORDON BELL
BILL MESERVE @MKI2 BOR MCKENZIE @MKI2 TOM CHISHOLM
STEVE COLEMAN ROR TNALEY DON GAUBATZ EMF EO
BERNIE GEAGHAN JACK GILMORE ROSE Ah GIORDANO
BILL HEFFNER HARRY HERSH IRWIN JACOBS
AACKIE KAHLE BILL KEATING ANDY KNOWLES
SI LYLE CAROLYN MCINTIRE WENIY MELA
AYVRAM MILLER ROW OLSON BOR PUFFER
RANDY GRIFFIN @iiKi2 GLENN REYER HERE SHANZER
IIIANE STANNARII BRUCE STEWART BILL STRECKER
ROGER STRICKLAND TGMC MEMBERS; BOR TRAVIS
TOM VLACH TED WERRER
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memorandum

SUBJ? OUR WFS248--1 YEAR LATER

TO: GORTON BELL Tete? 12/18/80 Thu 4144
From? Mere Jeane Forbesert} OOF

MS? MLI2-1/AS1 Ext) 223-2237
EMS: @CORE

The shake-out reriod is over, In rereading my memo of June i6s 19805
I had trouble relating to the fervor I felt at the time with resrect
to multiple users, The latest software is reat and solved elmost oil
wser hassles,
In 12 months of heave uceget

+ The randomly do not resronmd--Mill Field Service rerorts
many complaints af this mature, They clean off the conmection
ang the key works be costly for use to run to
customer sites for such + minors but very anmovineg eroblem,

+ Couldn't think of ery major, extended downtime,

Although we couldn't remember any major downtimes it was
interesting/arrelling to mote that we did have 44 Field Service
calls which would be terrible from a customer/UEC viewroint,.
We found that it took.3 cells from Field Service before we
reslized it wes e Ob lem we could learn to * + cables
felling down and Jamming the drive drawer (ist cell--didn't
know whet it was 2nd call--recognized problem but didn't think
it would narren agains 3rd call--fix and show us).

Number of Field Service Cells - Jem thru Dec 1966
TROUBLE

Add /Tielete
Eouiement. Sus UT LGE Total
16 14 6 é 3 44

EM Te
3

Suystem Manager--the rew software hes slmost eliminated this rain,
However, tnis also derends on the number of users rer : tem-~with our
secretaries and 2 managers and sood software the

are down to one rerson backing we on a resguler basiss and same heecle
with release of hasts and erinters from EMS. UNK access/exit from EMS

Just about solved release hassles. The ome irritant remeining 1s
turning om 311 146 devices rrior to mornng boot. Still recommend
maximum of 3 to 4 secretaries (heavy users) rer 2468,

Loa



TO? GORDON BELL Tate? 12/18/89 Thu 4246
Fage 2 Jane Eorbes
Arg system with 2 or even 4 florrics will mot be carsble of OA, After
one vesroan the 248 and the mumber of arrelications/tools we have
introduced into this officer there is mo way to introduce "office
autometion" without storesie curacity eauivalent to 2 Ris. MATH end
SORT would sad a big missing cnunk to OA".

In short, I am mow of the 248 es our initisl entre into
OA.

Looking Aabesd
Just saw the WS278. Ac 3 rerlacement for tha WS78s it looksterrific--solved cable knea rroblems a little better resronse
times bold/underline sean om ecreen and THE SORT. Did not tre the
SORT but wou better believe we will. I snderetend the MATH curability
Will be added to the menu be fell. All of the above with the ability
to add Ris should make it a hot seller.
While all of the added features on the 278 are grest, tha 245 necds
them more. The 278 can automete the small officc anly so far then you
run into the of single user access and limited ctorage (helred
be the RL ortiond. OA means e flow of information between usere--bose
and must have eccess to selected tools,
Regarding terminal with WPS software and ure to 69 races of storese
@lloin the terminals sounds fine for @ rrofessional bul oot for tie
secretary or ao aulLomated office envirooment where.uuMerous
files/toolsmust immediate weccessibilibtys mor for the
erofessional et nome,r given EMS with the editor. It will be
boon to the rerofessionals herd-wired to a host» working on one
document at e time. & danger--once 3 user becomes femiliar with urs
ease of use and editors 60 rases could become & mummy suit.
Marketing--I see none! If we ere going inte the OFFICEs let's do it.
The WES278>, EMS with WES editor is @ dunamite rackade : is,
Qur training courses heve alto hed their chake-out reriads the
documentetion is there--what are we waiting for? Wo will alwaus
enhance our talking with Gery Cole» we heve answers why
our eaviment is better or as good as the competition from rice
through functionality, and this io Just the beginning. Tellinsi
customers that the MATH and SORT rowlines will be aveilanle in 4
months can't reals be deelins in futures mot whem it is based on é
SOLID "8" eroduct,
The public is learning about this marvelous OFFICE to come,
Let's woo them on the List of this curve with our besutifulle HUMAN

ENGINEERED suctemss and then keer diving them more and more. Wo heve
found thet WES are never really are out of date--as & weer sradess
the rresent one is rassed on to snother Just starting. The rotentisl
is so great it will be many veers before @ WGS7E isn't arrreciated
somewhere down the line from the initial buyer.

THE HOOK--DIGITAL'S OFFICE FRODUCTS-~ease of uses quality, our
enthusiasm and belief in our OUR NAME. From en
user, I sav let's keer those word trucks rollins and elease
give us @ MARKETING CAMPAIGN worthy of our greet office rroducts--NOW!
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TO! GFERATIONS COMMITTEE! UATE? SUN 15 JUN 1980

FROMS GORDON BELL
eet see "CO" DISTRIBUTION LEFT? oor

EXT$ 223-2236

1354 FM EDT

LOC/MAIL STOR? MN 12-1/A51
SUBJECT? MARY JANE'S COMMENTS OQ SINGLE VERSUS MULTIUSER SYSTEMS

RETRIEVED FROM ARCHIVAL OM FRI 246 JUN 1981
This is eloguent Flee as to what I elso think our
direction for office ousth to bo. In essenmcer it
Savs det the rrice for stand elone down but have lots of
communications Minimize having interaction end
Nevins seeciel derartmental level oreretors,

Pretty

Os sellers we listen to our buyers the IF end Office machines
Users. They want bids shared complex sustems becouse it
makes them es exrerts who continue their control
over Electronic commuter medic. The office machines buyers
gan't give a demn shout enething excert cost rer terminel,
The users (not buyers) don't want these will the
market have to deal with them or will it be strictly buyer
controlled?
(oes anyone else feel this weut

"CC" DISTRIBUTION:

BUZZ BROOKS DICK CLAYTUN BOB DALEY
MARY JANE FORRES TOM VLACH

ATTACHED MEMOs135
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TO? BUZZ BROOKS DATE? FRI 13 JUN 1980 4344 FM ENT

FROM: MARY JANE FORBES
ee} GORDON BELL DEPT? OOF

EXT? 223-2247
LOC/MATL STOP?

SUBJECT? WFS200--YOU ASKED FOR IT!
Qetober 1976
We started using the WFS102 full time, We had been genersting
most memos and all longs documents on the DEC-10. Needless to
Sour the WES was e breeth of fresh airy so easy to learn andIt took "drudgers" out of the Job and rerleced it with
"fur".
1978
Became rainfully floerey bownid--catedgorized florries, end were
continually eulling out/eulting im floreies. Autometic office
Procedures come to e standstill becsuse the file you wanted

at the moment wes mot in the drive. WFS was used solely
for document generetion--no office function/commurnication

Began looking imto the WRS200,

arch 1979
Urdered WFS248 (8 VT1000O, SLOFsr 2UFs,s ARLs- Communications ect
ure for 4 hosts} During @ field trir to see how the srecd was
affected by m users, I found that adding the Sth user slowad the
machine down measurebly,s and 469798 mede il worse than 2
WS78--which is imrossible for an exrerienced user. Hence: we have
4 heave users and 4 intermittent.
Our abundance of florries had become nightmare,

Nov. 1979
WES248 was installed. The reliability of the software is well
known "bad.
The very best, most marvelous feature: that made life infinitely
easier, was the hard disk/grester storage carecity + The second
mervelous feature was the sread of the sustem functions. Thie
Viil00 was terrific.
It ended there!
{ wes now a sustem manager at the merce of 7 other Job I
didn't need, @ Job that should truly be at the office
level.
All down-time is multirlied by s.



Communication lines (EMS) were no longer at arms reachs but were
AQ feet awa, constant irritant.
When necessary to use a florrus the drive was mo longer at arms
reach but 40 feet away. Adains an irritant,
The one riece of coftware I will mentions because I understand it
16 8 Particularly difficult hurdle» is the reserving and releaseof devices (rrinters/hosts), We ere constantly asking "who's onhost ls release release lerls I gid» Flease check anewaus sorrywou're rights ete, ete. ete,"--TIMESHARINGs UGH!

Quarterly rreventive meintenance takes 3 1/2 hours. Our FieldService reorle do ours an Saturday--I doubt everyone sets such
geervice. Do our customers? If mote & (a whole office) is down
for 3 1/72 hours.
Yisk minutes minimum-~-can be an hour if there are
terrurtions, All our users know how to do thisy some wouldrather notes all are down when anv one user becks ur, hence we doit for a1] every Friday. Of courses I don't trust anyone to back

wr GUR disks +

Booting the system in the mornins? I welk ground to 8 terminels
god 4 printers covering the whole offices turning ons then
turn the
New software comes 3] 1 users must be elerteds coordinated as to
whers are they doing se eriticel Ke sure to seve ail your
system settings--i.e. rulers stondoerd frinter srea set
ur X 8.

Some items on multi-user system heve to be coordinated fur #113
the System Oetion settings for communications Seation sssign

terminel creshes--ALL @ must stor work/file so the system can
be bpoted--the cre soes out "everybody files I have ta boot",
"OKs GRUMBLE GRUMBLE*, I honestly don't know how users/customers
core if thes agren't in of each other.

Case for RLs - needed for real office sutomation
Because of the increased Sue,» Gordon and I cent
Keer conference room schedule om line Eliminates 3 notebook»

+ walking to the
other's desk to check.
aveilebilitey.

Keer los on line Eliminates a mo tebook. s

+ welking to other's
goak to check status,

Neer messages on line Come lete list for
future reference/
telerhone mumbers
etetuss rerly

a



lease do* on line/more comeete info Eliminates chance of
task.

Eliminates mumerous
Fleces of Farer rlus
sives status af
request,

In Frocess of setting Lie GE's celendaer Horefully will
eliminate hard cory on
desk,Al of the shove took too much srace to deal with effectively onflorries,

Mlease let us return to work at our own elace. Give us the herddisks» sutomatic-dial communication liner and al] other festuresaveilable mows but don't make us have to worry sbout 3 or 6 other
and coordinate/wait/star our work because we have this

lume of nardware in common, Actually,» our sustem would be finefor Just our office--4 (Gordons muselfs Sue» visitor),

4
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TO! see "TO" NISTRIBUTION TATE! SAT 10 MAY 1980 41211 AM EST

FROM! GORDON BELLcet BUZZ BROOKS LEFT? OOD
GERALD T MOORE EXT! 293-2236
STAN OLSEN LOC/MAIL STOR3 MLiZ-1/A51

K Gi

SUBJECT? OUR MEETING ON THR OFFICE FACKAGING

RETRIEVED FROM ARCHIVAL ON FRI 26 JUH 1981
We started out to discuss e tilt etend for the vt1oo, The outcome
16 to go shead with it slons the ideas we discussed,
in the vtl278, I must reiterete the concern. The 78 wes @ Gal Ceauick
and dirty Job) end we were going to do it risht the nmext time. This
Limes it took longer it wes more exrensive due to volume end fram
am esthetics and user viewroint it currently has no redecmins

excert that it e little fester and e littleeasier to use cause it has 3 vli0O instead of 3 vise.
Fersonallys I intend to tru go get some alternative by
other vendors Ces Wand) because I heve suffered enough with our
Froducts, In the event this becomes too rsinful due to interfacing
other DEC » I will robably use something lake @ 222
which can be L in e closet.
Im it's current state» I consider the 278 to be & roar Froduet and
berely marketable. The RL version is currently eri
basically be our users. The massive cable bundle
With @ swivel stand is ridiculous because itwill ceuse messive
cable breaks and attendant service cells and high service costs.
Somehow ell me rleas to have us use 4 wires ctanderd field (customer
replaceable cables for all signalling have been ignored),
im order to survive the introduction which can best be described
as 6 vawns followed be deafening silence we must start the vi278+
alongs the lines we described in the meetins where we build a
epoduct family that can be used in anq office environment. Since
there has been no user ineul to dete, I hete to add any at this
timer but let me list in orders what the base might look like}
bwe iat (turing rool» corvigt)» merser/editor (which does significant
editing of relatively larger documents (meu need 2-4 elaces to hald
corse and reference work @s+ chicedo style suide or reference

to formats), euthor (Gerel Davis claims that 7 ere needed), secretary
Probably st merser/editors small business environments (tru to det

something herer but I doubt if we need to if we can characterize the
other In order to go about the desisms we then
describe these model users rrobably the list times 2
to take into account whether they ere in an environment thet nes
EMS or other comreutler cyustems that necessitetes whether their system
hes to communicate with others. The srace and document renuirements
apet (If we don't get the 7 things from Gerald» or if the bese
work is mot done by the time we meet asein I will go meke the
reauirements list with him... but in ane events the mesic 7 for the



author)» telerhone end telerhone fhook(s), information that hes
Lo be readily remembered (eme Frotocoless filese ruler nemess Torms
socument mames.., that ere always found on sbout 2 Fege worth of

greft cory or inrul copys dictionary,

sustem

stuff on the front of terminegls), the sutem reference maenusls,», florriess
rarer file of ell floreg files to find where the florey stuff iss

The 278+ will be simed at 2 wees? where we intrude into the enviroment
as little GS rossible and e wav of rutting the monster
florry box in the corner somehow and the printers out of tne way and
only surelying e tube or @ tube on @ stand or e tube aon table (we
nave to see whether we can actually cable mess like this when on o stand
or on @ tilt stand): and where we the whole environment including
the desk. In both cases, we rrovdide comelete solution including the
Fracedures for how to file florries and heve herd coriv of the directoryit cam be founds we show where some of the things like cory stands
are flaced and where other things are storeds end where the telerane
and its stuff are located» and the thing should fit into @ use where
the lighting can be added om 6 task basis versus heving to be lit
ure in the exrensive way that TEC uses (not everyone hes this kind of
moneys or wents to waste energy the was we da). There also has to be 3
isce to write in some of these environments.

At our next meetings I exeect to cee the first rscs at these reacuirements
for the various uses and some sketches (mot beautiful renderings)
of what our current sustem would look like in these environments. I alsa
would like to see what the thing would look like weing the rackades thet
Brian Fitzgerald has done for both florries and RL's that are moduler.
(By way of thoughts I do mot want us to rreannownce the 278 with RL
at the same timer because J regard the SE&I (slows exrensive and dirty)
278 es merdinal, the 278+ es something that we could conceivetly cell
if we can do it reridle enough and achieve somethings of value to a
users and am now totally turned around that we must go flat out to
det an i-baesed eroduct in @ single that does it right. Therefore,
l see the 278) 278+ as a definite and we have to get turned

auick ta get the right rroduct end hence must mot srend a1]
our resources on stor-darce particularly those that reauire a
bigser software hase.) This meeting should sleo rrovide the beeis
for seeing Just now far we can go in setting 38 278+ and seeing what
same alternatives there are, (Il still hold the constraints es mot
changing any electricel characteristics of what we are doing.)

am anxious to see vou soore

"TO" DISTRIBUTION:

GICK CLAYTON BRUCE DELAGI MARY JANE FORBES
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GARY COLE VIA FORBE JOHH HOLMAN BILL FICOTT
VICK SCHNELCER HERR SHANZER FHIL TAYS
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TO! BOB TIALEY DATES FRI 25 JUL 1980 2341 FM ELT

FROM? GORTION BELL
eco} DICK CLAYTOX DEFT? GOL

EXT? 223-2236
LOC/MAIL SVOF? MLI2-1/AS51

SUBJECT: MORE 278 SLIP AND A NUDIGE/OFPPORTUNITY TO MOVE MORE TO THE ii
RETRIEVED FROM ARCHIVAL OF FRI 24 JUN 1981
We keer having chir slirs. We have FIT's in inventory, We
have ideas on how to even set the rerfarmance of tne FET 150
We and wibottlenecked. We gre adsressively building a FIT So,
We neve WES stretedy that is li besed. Given all this?
Can we move much more raridly to get the li wes such that
we doo mot : : : be Lae et sll. even thet it
He aveilan | : : Puburo o ime? (We com poodle

L 1]:

:::: : :: : : :

in the WELD J : : : :::

Bobs can we few of : :

Say?
:3 : : : : : : : :
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TO} BUZZ BROOKS TATE? SUN 29 JUN 1980 12303 AM

JACK GILMORE FROM: GORTON BELL
ec? see "CC" DISTRIBUTION DEFT: OOD

EXT? 2249-2236
LOC/MAIL SYOF? MLI2-1/AS1

SUBJECT? SLAVED TUBES ON WPS FOR FORGRI/BACKGROUND AND SECT./MNGR USE

RETRIEVED FROM ARCHIVAL ON FRI 26 JUN 1991
Your idea of slaving two slores together for the maneser canbest be solved bu taking two 100's and rerelleling the inputs
and outruts sa thet either score can be used.
Stan and I were discussing = cimilar sustem where it would be
great if his secretary hed a two channel wes sustem: s like a
2 push futton rhone. Either terminal could communicate witheither channel. One wouldd be set ur for viewines or mei for the
manager (who 15 Fresumably less adert st doing these things)

the secretery and then contrel in the same way thet
@ telerhone cell is rassed. The manager would cy through the
mail or wes messese log bu hitling e few keys and there would
be conventions.

get some cwitches for our end try thisy diven
that we have @ wes200 end we can orerate 2 channels im rarsllel or
switch toa one another.
Also tured messages would be rassed to the menasger vig the
WES im this way. We would have to fisure out simele weus to
rass messade backs but in some resrects » Just heaving Stan or
Julie do elain old wes editing bu tering Y or & for most of
the things would so @ very longs wey to workngs.

Well folkss let's tru it. would be @ bis hele to MJ and
T and IT suspect it would work well in both the single and
fusl channel systems,
Amy comments. (Jeck will vou get the herdware switches together
for us to conmmet right into our terminals?)
AS @ $ererate nifty device @ user could use this switch so
that they could do foreground and becksround rrocessing. Often
times IT want to simely interrurt wes or ems i/o and ga to another
channel to send off a wes or write down a letter or mote without
changing context. Alsor this would let e rercon initiate a lons
lict processing Job and switch to emother context.
The awful beauty of this is that it is imrle herdware mod
amd reauires absolutely NO software... Yet it rotentially sives
= really useful capability for either sinsdle or multi-user custems.

Another reason why a multichannel system can be made tao be useful.

"CC" DISTRIBUTION:

ELT
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TO? GFERATIONS COMMITTEE: DATE? TUE 17 JUN 1980 $343 AM
FROM? GORDON BELL

ees QOD3 DEFT OOD
EXT? 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP? MLI2-1/AS1

SUBJECT? PRODUCT STRATEGY VS BUSINESS AS USUAL

RETRIEVED FROM ARCHIVAL ON FRI 26 JUN 1981
I certainly believe Bill hes roused the right cuestions. We
continue to have to make short term decisions such as the
WS200 pnased om the 8 thet further erode our caracity our
gbhbility to frovide sood cervice and take customers down
retn that we ultimstely can't surrort or deliver according
to their exrectations.

these users will rrobably went to switcn,
When IBM made the 340 decision they didn't cuerort all their
west Machines. as such there wes 8 risk. Honeywell moved
im to surrort the 1401 base and it kert them going for awhile,

and Burroughs have a hodderodge of oldiess mona of
which are rarticularly effectivers but could nave been consolidated
to sive better overslly surrort. Their customers the government
has been locked im to them with mo alternative. Now the
government if savins we are going to only buy the
because it is eveilsble from mans cources,
TEM has been doing their rroduct introductions generetlly
right in @ business sense bye knowing when to stor rrevious
epoducts. This is Just another reason as whe they are mumber 1,
(As an asides the government trend to 370 as their standard
computer may heve business implicetions mightm't it? Would
others make the same decision, esrecially in light of an
alternative source of surrly from Jaran? >

Im our caser we lock reorle in. To the extent we lock them
into something that is not in their lons term best imtere: : t
they will have to change. When they do change it will be
with @ vendence to the best thing that is available then.
Froragating all our oldies increases the likelihood of
their eventual loss es a customer,

Tt is especially disheartening to see us lock in rotential
users to vaxy to rut out mechines I can't really get enlhusisetic
sbouts amd to mot set the rersonal vax Ouse In this later one>
there are emerging several machines that users will flock to,
The interest im the Fere is very highs with all the universitics
ordering them and the Neve attemrting to outfit its mewest muclear
corppier with it. Mearwhiles we can't det it out.

Somehows it misht be useful to frame this as e classic business
atratesic auestion of old versus mew product line..+ but the
answer is even more tricky because of the effect of lestingness

ELT
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TO! GORDON BELL DATES MOM 14 JUN 1980 S323 FM EDTANTY KNOWLES FROM? BILL DEMAERJULTUS MARCUS DEFTS DISTRIBUTED MID-SyYSJACK SMITH EXT: 247-2112
LOC/MAIL STOPS TW/T19

BUBJECT: 32 BIT MARKETPLACE - SOME VACATION THOUGHTS

Ken has been us mot to lose our lead in the 32 bitmarket, Have we am esressive enough marketings ensinecring andmanufacturing stretesy with surrorting imelementetion rricritiesto achieve this? Ors irr our usual ettemets to rartially satisfyevergone gre we risking hish leverage future business withallocations being made on individuel tactical needs mot anytratesic thrust?
An examele or two of such things es "food forthousht') might bet

Should we continue to oren ur 3
new compatible (VAX) memory and disk business as we arecurrently allowing or should we consider closing this off at the
exrense of rermitting greater renetration om the 11/70 and
NECLO/20 systems,
nm) Marketing-Ensinecring! Is there s strong enoush marketing
awing to 32 bits such that we could re-eveluate the actual need
for new hish end FI1F-ii and TECLO/20s? (eds Right mow ourepiorities are such thet we ere cutting back om the DECnmet X25
Lupe coexistence surrort end deferring VENUS ortions in order to
maintain our rlans for mew DEC10/20 CrUs,)
a) Anew other view across our marketing strategy that would shed
more light on the strength of ovr current 32 bit stratesu a5 we
sre imelementing it versus what it might be if we wanted to cet 2
clear goal of maintaining our leadershir rosition.
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TO: BUZZ BROOKS DATE! SAT 24 MAY 1980 11334 AM EST
FROM! GORDON BELL

ect see "CC" DISTRIBUTION LEFT? oor
EXT? 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOF? MLI2-1/AS1

SUBJECT? RE? STATUS OF WS200 SYSTEM

RETRIEVED FROM ARCHIVAL ON FRI 26 JUN 1981Fixing and distributing this softwere is mandatory to our

Given the overall and leck of of the
rroduets IT pelieve it should be 3 merketing committes decision
#6 to whether or mot we continue to sell it. From what I currently
understand about our elanmsr its aquaelity end this marketrleces

currents rather stroms racition
WE [10 NOT CONTINUE TO MARKET THE MULTI-TERMINAL WS/Wit!

"CC® DISTRIBUTION:

BRIAN FITZGERALI @MFSA BOR DALEY LES DOLE
WIN HINDLE BILL JOHNSON ANDY KNOWLES
ET KRAMER SI LYLE JULTUS MARCUS
STAN OLSEN LARRY FORTNER BRUCE STEWART
TOM VLACH
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TO: see "TO" DISTRIBUTION

ee} BRIAN FITZGERALD @MF3A
LES DOLE
BRUCE STEWART

SUBJECT: STATUS OF WS200 SYS TEM

RETRIEVED FROM ARCHIVAL ON FRI 2é

DATE? FRI 23 MAY 1980 ae #
+ 28 PM EST

FROM BUZZ BROOKS
NEF T 3 COMMERCIAL. OEM
EXT3 264-5500
LOC/MAIL NK1-2/HS2

1961

The current ineutse from softwere engineering om the status
of the WS200 clean-ur indicetes significant erogress is
beings made om correcting tne buss in the sustem,.
~ fixed over 50 bude

building base level this week incorrorating lotest
fixes

~ wil] test with internal quality ssesurence team for
tne mext four weeks Cone and one-half shifts rer
day) - comeleted June L2th

Froduct should be eveileble for field test srrrox,
dume iéth
field test should be finisned August ist
mo mavor pugs)
submit to SOC eveileble out of SIC
end of Ausust.

lf any maior buss gre found in field test we will heve
to correct and retest the which could edd ur
to 10 weeks to cycle.
Based on this scheduler we heve told the field that orders
for the new version could be rlaced after June 1st auotins
delivery in late NOVEMBER in order to give ue a buffer
for unexeected celaus. If everything does eheed on schedule
We Will attemet to improve the deliveries for critical
customer situstions. We will continue to follow the
current srocedures for shirment of the interim release
software. This rrocedure the customer to
seknowledse thet they understand they ere getting interim
software (Y4.2A) and the district meneser must errrove
the shiement of the sustem.

t will cantinue to keer vou urdeted on the status of the
Lestins at reguloer intervels until submiscion to src.
"TO" LFISTRIBUTION;

AGORDON BELL WIN HINDLE ANDY KNOWLES
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TOL see "TO" [DISTRIBUTION LATE? THU 22 MAY 1980 1150 AM EST

FROM? GORTION BELLcet see "CC DISTRIBUTION WEFT? oon
EXT: 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP? ML12-1/AS1

SUBJECT? PROPOSED WES FRODUCT STRATEGY

RETRIEVED FROM ARCHIVAL ON FRI 24 JUN 1981This reflects discussion with Fisks Stewart end Traviss
Pollowed by 8 discussion with Stan.
Me Fercertion of the 200 series rroduct is so roor that it lookslike it can never be extended beyond where it is mow. Furthermore
the 200 (multiuser) and 78 (single user) versions are so divergent
Lihat there are really 2 sererate sustems, and there is actually
third variant based om the 11M.

Besed on the abovesr J would rick the best set of modules thet run
on the @ cegment them between orerating sustem end editor rarts
60 that they can he manasded end evolve end rul ell the effort inte
evolving this scinsle set of code for the single ucer 278. I would
gee what single user code exists for the 1 no] run time suetem endif ok» then use it so as to keer end to get the benefit
of communicetions modules that will be reauired here,
we are being asked to extend the 8's to handle ell sorts of terminal
emulators end thet will be exescerbsted in the future... and we will
neve to interface with other wes end dr suctems),
T WOULD NOT MARKET THE MULTIUSER 200; GIVEN ITS LACK OF FUTURE
QUALTY»s EXTENDABILITYs AND ABILITY TO DEAL WITH FOREIGN CHARACTERS,

T WOULD NOT BRING IN» NOR TOUCH THE DIF PACKAGE BECAUSE IT WILL
REQUIRE SIGNIFICANT EFFORT HERE AND ONLY DLVERT US FROM GOING TO
THE ULTIMATE FACKAGE.

T woud eut the file handler (0%) om RSTS and VAX co that they can
be used to hold the files for @ titerminal sustem of 2788s! Also,
this will have to be done anyway for the longer term.

L would so AFAF to get EDT to be WPS compatible end have it run first
om RSTS and second on VMS. This rrovides bolh for multi-terminel

t for the shared freaks on ii's» and allows documents done
om @/s to be moved over and edited there and otherwise orerate in
the shared and stend-slone mode» eccording to user meeds ard desires.
(Let's assume, worst case that the shared editor may toke 16 months s

even thougnm we con test it mow.)

i IFPor

This gets us from;
7G, Bemus wee Lim

tot
278, Use of 11/M» RSTS» and YVMX for central filings



a t r
Followed oy!
phared sustem using dumb terminals om RSTS send VMS?
FUT for single user version
NOTE 3

Eliminates shared 200 we can't msintsin or enhance.
Eliminates bringing in DFE code we have to fool with... and worse vet:
we will nave to be (= with it's file sustem that is WES incomratible!
Gets focus on single user and shared user (RSTS),Let's us agligm the work with the resources omd if we can build tiiss then
we can go further. Given what I sees this is ebout ell I cen honestly
recommend we do Cit will still be tight to make the enhancements to the
S to remain competitive and to get the forcisn end communications artion
im it).
Well folks what do vou think? Can we live with this or shell we
mick ur some more weight with [FL amd trying toe ecrew sround
wth the Sex multiuser until we do down in flames for the
second time?
(This i essentially whet the stretedy that hes been erorosed is
excert that it removes DFT... I would still reference cell them
and I would even comit ta our customers to be comrstible with
their sustems for the key featurs they heave that we don't.)
Corn I set @ reaction?
"TO" TISTRIBUTION:

BUZZ BROOKS HACK GILMORE SI LYLE
STAN OLSEN BRUCE STEWART BOER TRAVIS
TOM VLACH

"CO" DISTRIBUTION:

BOB DALEY WIN HINDLE BILL JOHNSON
ANIY KNOWLES BILL LONG JULIUS MARCUS
KEN OLSEN LARRY FORTNER JACK SHIELDS
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TO? BRUCE STEWART DATE: FRI 22 MAY 1981 15%18 EST
FROM! MARY JANE FORRES
DEFT! ENG STAFF
EXT! 223-2237
LOC/MAIL STOF? Mi 12-1/A51

SUBJECT? 200 AND 278 SOFTWARE F/U 5/29

GB says he knows it is e witeh hunt but would arrreciate
gour FUullinsg together information on the shove-~-historical,
This would include dete sterted the contents, commit dete
ama actual date + @ chrono history of end tne srecific
Problems associsted with the above rroducts.
Without wour heving to srend 3 lot of time at this roints
T bet Sue could talk to Gary Cole and Bob Travis amd rut
together 3 1 or 2 rage case history.

p



SUBJECT? 200 ANDI 278 SOFTWARE HISTORY

ATTACHED? MEMO#24

DATE? FRI 29 MAY 1981



*digital *

TO: BRUCE STEWART DATE: THU 23 APR 1981 11:17
EST

FROM: GORDON BELL
ec: STAN OLSEN DEPT: ENG STAFF

EXT: 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12-1/A51

SUBJECT: OUR PERFORMANCE IN MEETING 8-BASED WPS COMMITMENTS

I think it is necessary for/us, Owen and Stan to meet and discuss
history. Get a history of: date, content, commit date, and actual
date and then we'll meet.

Stan is worried about our ability to meet dates and be competitive in
the 8 area. Let's discuss this.
Also, we should discuss why this is not going to be the case in the
16-bit area. What's different? We want a very responsive
development/introduction cycle that is much better than the 278 in
order to be competitive. What's the best we can do here?

GB: swh
GB2.S5.39
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TO: MIKE GUTMAN DATE: TUE 9 JUN 1981 9:25 EST

FROM: GORDON BELL
ec: see "CC" DISTRIBUTION DEPT: ENG STAFF

EXT: 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12=1/A51

SUBJECT: THE 278 ORG., THE LOW COST COMPUTING KEYBOARD AND JOHN KIRK

I think Ken and I unknowingly have been pulling at both ends of
John. I've been working with him to go after the very low cost
computing keyboards; and Ken, very concerned about the 278, has

This is what we'd use forbeen pushing him back into the 278.
building the portable and very low end wps.

Our first priority is clearly to get the 278 out, and to have it
Forsuccessful, including any enhancements involving John.

starters, Mike, could you get the 278 organization clearly
spelled out so there are full-time persons on the 278 with a
clear organization and clear decision making? I'd like Ken (and

If John isI) to feel comfortable with the organization.
essential, then let's try to get him back in full-time,
otherwise, he could continue as it's primary designer and
consultant as in the past.

GB2.S6.27

"CC" DISTRIBUTION e

JOHN KIRK SI LYLEDON GAUBATZ
KEN OLSEN
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To: Gordon Bell From: John Kirk
Owen Fisk Dept: C.R.G.

Loc: ML 3-2/E41
Ext: 223-4699
Date: 14th. May 1981

Subject : VT278 Timings

In an attempt to put the question of machine performance in
perspective, I made several measurements of raw compute performanceof the 8E, 8A, VT78 and the VT278 running at both 5 MHz and 7.6 MHz.
the results are shown on the attached graph. Taking each of the
measured instructions as having equal weight, the numbers show that
the VT278 running at its design speed of 7.6 MHz has 95% of the
compute performance of a PDP 8/E and almost 4 times that of the
VT78. At the 5 MHz clock rate (the speed of machines that most
people have), the performance drops to 62% of an 8E, but still it is
2.6 times that of the VT78. If we exclude IOTs from the comparison,
as compute bound tasks don't do any, then the figures change
dramatically:

Comparison of Instruction Execution times

Excluding I/0. Including I/0
PDP 8/E 50.27 190% 56.9 198%
PDP 8/A 41.65 83% 46.7 82%
VT78 14.93 30% 13.9 24%
VT 278 (S) 37.88 75% 35.2 62%
VT 278 58.1 116% 54 95%

thus, the compute bound editing tasks of WPS should run faster on
a real VT278 than on an 8E even.

When tasks involving screen I/0 are considered, the comparison
becomes a little more difficult - I only took two examples, the
first creating a full page of text and then advancing through it
with an ADVANCE PAGE command in the case of WPS 8 and executing an
HTS$ command in TECO for 0878. (Starting with the cursor on the
bottom line in both cases)

Display a page of text
5 MHz (Equiv.Baud Rate) 7.6 MHz (Equiv.Baud Rate)

WPS 8 Ver. 1.U 3.8 Sec. 5180 2.6 sec. 7570

os78 Ver. 4 2.8 sec. 7030 1.6 sec. 12309

* Equivalent baud rate compares the vT278 terminal I/0 to a

conventional terminal connected over a serial line.



Performing this same test with a WS-208 system (PDP 8/A plus
VT18@ connected with a 9608 baud serial line) yields the following:

WS-208 Ver. 4.E 2.7 sec. 7308 Baud equiv.
0S78 2.3 sec. 8208 baud equiv.

The second was execution of a demonstration program I wrote for the
278 which calculates 192@ random numbers and puts a character at
each of the corresponding 1928 screen locations i.e. builds up a
complete screen of data in a random order, never repeating a point
(this is written in PAL-8 with non-interrupt driven I/0

278 @ 5 MHz 49.2 sec.

278 @7.6 MHz 26.1 sec.

8A with VT19@ 48.5 sec.

Thsi shows the effect of doing a lot of direct cursor addressing
commands that the 278 can handle much faster, as each escape
sequence is treated as a single character, rather than as anything
up to eight characters that must be passed over the serial link to
the VT109 in the 8A case.
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TO: *GORTON BELL DATE: THU 14 MAY 19°81 835
FROM? DAVE KNOLL

ces} see "CC" DISTRIBUTION DEPT3 MEG ADMINISTRATION
EXT$ 223-2900
LOC/MAIL STOP? MLi-4/F14

SUBJECT? ATTACHED MEMO RE 278 REVIEW

KKKKKK KKKKEKEx0 IGITAL I NTERUFF I CE MHMORANDUM
XAKKKKKXYOKHKKKAK

TO? Gordon Bell TATE 3 13 MAY 1981
FROM: Deve Knoll

cc} Buzz Brooks DEF T 3 Mfa. Admin.
Gary Cole EXT? 223-2900
Ilion Tlerome LOC/MS$ MIL1-4/F14
Tick Esten
Faul Gardner
fave Lamothe
Si Lele
Faul MeGaunn
Kern Olsen
Stan Olsen

SUBJ 278 REVIEW

Since I won't be in Maynard for the 278 Review on Mey 18th I'm
sending my inrut end a summary of status vie this
EMS. Faul McGeunm will be rerresentins Menufacturing om the
L8th. There will slso be 3 redestal unit with shirring container
there - g unit is worth 22000 words!

Status
VT278 Terminal

Manufecturing rrogressing on plan. All units after #75
will neve the RUM simuletor rollover fix installed. The
75 have been shirred. Froduction is 175 Mays 225
B-107000 FY'S2. cost is $1172 (rlus the ROM
Simulator et $546 throush Qi). MTBF 6K hourss FCC Class A
compliant. Bottom lines the termine] is doing fine and
commitments are being mede.

RL278

Froduction starts in Juner and FAT starts in July. Farst
shirments in August. Estimated transfer cost for single

AM EDT

FY'82



drive CLOME) in @ cabinet is $1°825 and for e dual drive
(20MEB) in @ cabinet is $25943,

Fedestel (rroduction writs)
Metel rroduction hes been on hold for the rast two weeks
and will resume Bs coon es the latest chanses are mesa(expect this Monday 5/18),
The first 100 unit shirments will herren inJune (rather than late May).

Estimated cost - single $1,300 - ciual $2,150. Add $50 fortable amd foot.

Fedestel] Risk/Derendencies
Loins Manufacturing 2 Engineering in rarallel
many risks/derendencies. (It also results in « lot
narrening im « very short time - which has been the
case),

wields

Environmental tests - rreliminery testing has herrenad
in ell sreas. Testing of final desigm will occur in
the mext two weeks. I'm confident with mu fingers
crossed!
UL testing & rarerwork cvele will reeuire 3 waiver for
customer shirments before
User documentation for ene units shirred this fiscsl
veare

Completion of the relisbility demonstration tests is
Flanned for mid June,

Fedestal Ortions
Work table and foot beins designed cost ebout $59.
L table - beings desigmed - cost will be $50-$100,

H978 Status
Released
Cost $164
Have enough in stock if meededs for initial shirments

Bottom line - while I am confident that the redestel will come
through it's finel tests including reliability demonetratiorns if
good shares these tests will mot be comrleted til mid June.
Until all tests sre comrleteds there is certainly some risk thet
further changes will be needed.



~r

I believe that the Menufacturing/Ensgineering rrogram will surrort
the elanned announcement of the 278 in June and thet this Car
include announcement of the redestal with only small desiree ofrisk.
fib
3/13/81 2667
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TO? TED JOHNSON DATE? THU 14 MAY 1981 9i11 EST
FROM? SI LYLE

cect see "CC" LISTRIBUTION DEFT? CSI
EXT$ 223-7311
LOC/MAIL STOP + ML12-2/E71

SUBJECT! RE: 278 SALES ANT WF PLAN/TJ 5-13-81
Buzz Erooks has to rull together the Word Processing We heve
to sive him time and hele. The CT Business Flen process should
hele and having the one dew Woods Meeting that vou sugsested should
glso hele. We heave to

1. determine which rarts of the Word Frocessing a
business we want to be in

2, determine the Products meededs

3. determine which distribution channels we should use and

4, set realistic soels.
Si
"CC" DISTRIBUTION:

XGORTION BELL BUZZ BROOKS STAN OLSEN
LARRY FORTNER

ATTACHED: MEMOF4S
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TO? see *TO" DISTRIBUTION DATE: WED 13 MAY 1981 10327 AM EDT
FROM? TED JOHNSONccs STEVE COLEMAN DEFT? CORPORATE MARKETING

Rel.» LANE EXT? 223-942
LARRY FPORTNER LOC/MAIL STOF? MI.10-2/A55

SUBJECT? 278 SALES AND WF FLAN

Revection of the WF flan struck me as e reJection (or delay)
of a elen to move 278's at loss» and of a rlan to carturer
learn about and chennmels for movins CT's into theoffice market.
The environment for setting 3 desl is very uneteable. But I'a
like ws to heve @ chance for @ reslistic set of rroducts and
sosls to surrot 3 marketing

How can we all rull together? I om efraid we don't have the
ability to neat Went in this business (WF and OFIS). We have
the base the services eter» but will we heva
rroducts and elans to exploit our relative strengths?
Ken wants to see us rronote our strengths sind sell our
advantases effectively. Unless we cam esree on whet they
at each stase of the waus I sm very urcomfortable sbout 2
Fromotional stratesy thet could us as a strons
contender in the office market. Where does this leave us?

L3-MAY-81 10332345 S$ 3278 ENMOL

"TO" DISTRIBUTION:

GORDON BELL SI LYLE STAN OLSEN

the

ere

4
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COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

digital INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Distribution List From: Don DeRome
Dept: Small Systems Eng.
Loc: ML1-2/E6@
Ext: 223-3765
Date: 13 May 1981

Subject RX78 Pedestal Development Minutes

ATTENDEES

Ed Tompkins, Paul Gardner, Bruce Meacham, Al DeLuca, Dave Knoll,
Dave Lamothe, Shirley MacKenna, Dick Schuh, Mike Ford, Vic Bellemare,
Jim Walls, Dan Albano.
OLD BUSINESS

Product Safety - U.L. Listing/DEC 119
DEC 119 testing is being done on the unit by the Product Safety
group. This test will be complete by the end of May. The UL
engineer will come in, look at the data and run some more tests.
A report will be written approximately 2 - 2 1/2 months later and
the follow-up service group (UL Agency) will list the unit. The
current estimate from when the UL engineer comes in until the unit
is listed is 99 days or August 31 - September lst. This is the
critical path on the project.

* Paul Gardner will call Ron Minezzi to see if this time can be
pulled in and how much.

* Need the Product Line's and Manufacturing's position on shipping
with a waiver prior to being listed. Ed Tompkins on Manufacturing
15 May 81. Gary Cole for Product Line 15 May 81.

Transfer cost - An apples to apples cost estimate was done on the
Pedestal verses the H978. (See attachment.)
New Product start-up budget - open.

STATUS - Engineerng - Bruce Meacham

Have received the first five metal frames today and will expect25 prototypes will be started this week.

five every other day from the Metal Shop.
Westfield resources are helping in the lab to build and comment on

the design and manufacturability issues.
will go to Drop Test

1 to FCC Testing
1 to DEC 162
1 Engineering Evaluation
1 50 Hz operation.



The next 6-7 units will go to reliability testing.
Engineering is looking at some new approaches with the wiring
scheme. These changes will not be incorporated in the first
couple months of production.
DEC 119 testing is progressing. UL is scheduled to come in by the
end of May.
Bruce. has generated the test criteria and status sheets. These
sheets will track the progress of the unit through all the
engineering evaluations and DEC testing (see attached).

NEW BUSINESS
* Don DeRome to call a meeting next week to address the entire

documentation issues.
*

from May to June. In order that we meet June ships, Engineering
has to do FCC testing and Drop testing of the unit this week. The
Mechanical hold will have to be taken off by 18 May 81 and metal
upgraded to all the latest changes. Dave Lamothe and Dick Schuh
will see how long the upgrade will take for production pieces,
when Production (FA&T) will start, and when Westfield will ship
based on the 18 May release data from Engineering.

* = Action Items

Item Responsible Person Due Date

(One week late)

Schedule issues were addressed and there will be schedule slip

Product Safety DeLuca Complete
Transfer Cost Lamothe Complete
N.P.S.U. Budget Lamothe 11 May 81

UL Timeframe Gardner 18 May 81
Mfg. UL Position Tompkins 15 May 81
Product Line Position Cole 15 May 81
Documentation Mtg. De Rome 18 May 81
Production Dates Lamothe/Schuh 15 May 81



PEDESTAL TRANSFER COST COMPARISONS

Assumption Configuration Problem/Solution
VT278 RX78-RA & Cable (No work service)

Constant] $1868.53 + $25.09 = Entry level
Minimal configuration

Keybd ext 25 RX@2-PA + Cables (No work service)
Cable 25 $1276.88 + $25.08 = Entry level

washout)

RX78-RA + Cables + Work service
H978 std. Dual

$1993.53 Basic - Dual

(Has built in primary powerMinifoot 25
$1301.00 Cable vs Keyboard ext.

A= $ 208.90 Dual

$1968.53 + $30.08 +
$164.44

$1262.97
RX@2-PA + Keybd ext + Work service
Minifoot + Cable
$1276 + $25 + $25 + $25

$1351.90 Dual

A= $ 88.90

2-RX78-RA + Cables + Quad - Work service
H978
$1968.53
1968.53

$2137.06 + 34.00 + 164.44

Quad

$2335.58

RXG2-PA+RX02-PK + Cable + Key Ext + Minifoot +
Incremental Cabling + Brkt + FA&T
$1276 + $811.01 + $25 + $25 + $25 + $3.08 + $4.58
+ $27.17

$2196.68

A = $138.82

Without keybd ext $188.82
With work bench ?

De Rome/Lamothe
13 May 81



(F) RELIABILITY DEMONSTRATION(AS of 5/11/81)
Completion Date Goal: 6/15/81

The RX92-P reliability qualification requirement will require three weeks of
testing in the DMT Lab. The full MTBF demonstration is not required because theRX02-P is a newly packaged system comprised of reliability qualified subsystems.
The Test Plan has been written and circulated by Ron Dennis of the CentralReliability Engineering Group. It has already been signed off by the ReviewAction (RAT)Team Members.

The exercise will begin on 5/22/81 and will require 6 Pedestals, the
configurations of which is as follows:

3 - Dual drive Pedestals(one 5@ Hz)
3 - Quad drive Pedestals(one 5@ Hz).

The RX@2-P units will be run with VT278's in Class A environment for two weeks
after one week's running at ambient with the 278's. This will allow debug of the
RX@2-P units(and 278's though unlikely), flag and correct any design problems,
and removal of any infancy problems. In addition, there will be two days of AC
margining during the Class A cycling in the chamber and at the same time
temperature profiles will be recorded. Module swaps of the M8436 will occur
through the 6 VT278's.

Diagnostics: 1. Loadable hardcore(ALVTAA) - 28%
2. Memory/Processor Exercisor(AJE278) - 10%
3. Functional Test(AIRXAG) - 35%
4. Performance Exercisor(if available) - 35% --otherwise AIRXAG

will be run 70%.
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(A) ENGINEERING

Completion Date Goal:

DESCRIPTION ! TEST
! DATE
!Initial 14/13/81Verification !

--!
AC Line Voltage 13/24/81 1 Passed-8 Lab! Repeat @ DEC 182 !Meacham!Variation--9@ VAC !

AC Line Voltage 13/24/81Variation--128 VAC

AC Line Noise 15/18/81
MeaSurement !

Mechanical 13/24/81Verification !

Hipot 15/26/81Test !

Preliminary 14/38/81
ESD Evaluation !

!
Preliminary 14/28/81
Safety Evaluation
Temperature 14/12/81 :Profiles !

Software Compati- !4/398/81bility Evaluation !
!

System hardware 13/24/81
Compatibility Test !4/36/81 :

_-_

Astec P.S. Com- 13/24/81
Compatibility Eval.!4/17/81

EVALUTION(As of 5/11/81)
5/29/81

STATUS ACTION ! ENGR/ !
REQUIRED ! TECH !

!
Passed None !Meacham!

! !
!

!@59 & 99 F ! !
!

Passed-8 Lab! Repeat @ DEC 182 !Meacham!!@59 & OB F ! !
!

!Woomer
{Pratt

Ongoing {Meacham!
Worked Walls

Passed

Being

!
!
!
!
!

!

! - !
! Being
!
!

!

!

! Investigated
!
Passed

t

! Passed
!

NO.

2

3

4

5

Passed

Passed

!Salafia!
! !
!

Repeat @ DEC 102.7!Meacham!
! on 5/6/81 ! !

!
!Meacham!
!DeLuca !
!------- !

Repeat @ DEC1@2 & !Meacham!
Rel. Study !Chung

6

7

Ongoing8

9

More applications !Meacham!
run when avail. !

Repeat @ Rel. !Meacham!
Study ! !

!- !
!Meacham!

16

13

None14



(Engineering Evaluation Continued)

15 Physical Stability 14/28/81Test
Acoustic
Measurement

Voltage
Dynamic
Voltage
Inrush & StartingCurrents
Line VoltageDisturbances

14/9/81
1

!
15/26/81
!

15/26/81

15/26/81

15/26/81

!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

Failed
2@ Degree
Passed

!
J Foot--Retest 5/13

-!
t

Design Stabilizer

Repeat @ DEC 192
on 4/27/81

!Meacham!
!Meuse !
{ !
!Ernest !
J
J
1Salafia!

16

! 17 ! Steady State
1

1 18
1

!!Salafia!
!

19

!Salafia!
!

20



DESCRIPTION

TemperatureRise
Dielectric
Withstand

Leakage Current
Test
Mechanical
Strength Test

1 PhysicalStability Test
Abnormal Operation
& Fault Tests
Materials
Flamability Test
Hot Wire
Ignition Tests
High Current
Arc Ignition
Hot FlamingOil
Locked Rotor
Test

Capacitor
Discharge Test
X-Radiation
Test

DEC STD 119(As of 5/11/81)(E)

Completion Date Goal:

! TEST
DATE

!
15/18/81

15/18/81
!
!
15/18/81
!
15/18/81

15/18/81

15/18/81
!

15/18/81

15/18/81

15/18/81

15/18/81

N/A

15/18/81

5/18/81

STATUS ACTION
REQUIRED

5/22/81

1 ENGR/
TECH

ITEST
! NO. ! !

!Dick B.
}Neuffer
!Dick B.
!Neuffer
!Dick B.
!Neuffer
!Dick B.
tNeuffer
!Dick B.
!Neuffer
!Dick B.
!Neuffer
tDick B.
!Neuffer
1

!Dick B.
!Neuffer
!Dick B.
!Neuffer
{Dick B.
!Neuffer

!Dick B.
!Nueffer
!Dick B.
tNeuffer

!
!
!
!

!
!
!

!
!
!
!

!

!
!

!

!

!
!
!
!
!

-!

!
!
!
!

! 2.@

3.@

4.

15.8

6.@

7.

! !
8.

9.g

18.9

I ll.@
1

112.4

1 13.

7



(DEC STD 119 Continued)
Overload Test
For Switches
Extreme
Temperature Test
ImplosionTest

GroundingTest
Thermal
Aging Test
Transformer
Overload Test
Molten PVC &

Copper Test

15/18/81
!
!
15/18/81

5/18/81

15/18/81
!
15/18/81
!

15/18/81

5/18/81

!Dick B.
!Neuffer
!Dick B.
!Neuffer

114.96
1

15.@

!Dick B.
!Neuffer
!Dick B.
!Neuffer
!Dick B.
!Neuffer
!Dick B.
!Neuffer
J
!Dick B.
INeuffer

116.86

J 17.
1

118.8

119.6

}-----! !
29.8



Completion Date Goal: 6/3/81

+ ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !1.1! Operating Mechan- !5/18/81 ! !John G.!
§ ical Shock
! ~~! !

! ! _ _ _ -}-----_ _ !

! ! !

! Vibration !
! !

+ Vibration ! !
! ! _ _ _ - |~----- - !

! Measurement ! ! !
! ! ! !

! Stability ! ! ! !

Shipping Carton Required.

ITEST DESCRIPTION

13 1.1! Operating Tempera- !5/18/81

13. 1.4!

13. 1.5!

13.2

14.1

14.2

15.

15. 2.2!

IMS810! Bench Handling IN/A ! _ - _ ! _ - _ ! _- _ !
!P3 7 ! ! !

16.1 ! Operating $5/18/81 ! !John G.!

16.2.2! Non Operating 15/18/81 ! {John G.!

19.® ! Acoustic {4/27/81 ! Passed None !Ernest !

110 a Physical 15/18/81 ! !John G.!

+3

DEC STANDARD 192(As of 5/11/81)

NO. !
! TEST ! STATUS
! DATE

ACTION ENGR/ !
REQUIRED TECH

! ture/Humidity !John G.
t

Line Voltage 15/18/81 !John G.!Variations
Overstress Temper- !5/18/81 !John G.!

! ature Test1

----! t

Non Operating Temp-!5/18/81
+ ! erature/Humidity

!'John G.
!

Operating Altitude !5/18/81 ! tJohn G.

Non Operating 15/18/81 ! !John G.!+ Altitude !

Non Operating Mech-!4/28/81 Failed !Stiffen Rails & Adj!Muise+ ! anical Shock !Package; Re.5/12/81!Tewhey

! ! -------|]

!



(C) DEC STANDARD 192.7(As of 5/11/81)

* Refers to DEC Std 122.

Completion Date Goal:

ITEST I DESCRIPTION ! TEST
NO. ! DATE

!
17.6.1! Conducted Suscep- 15/18/81

! tibility,CWRF !
!

17.6.1! Conducted Suscep- !5/18/81tibility !
-------!

17.6.1! Radiated Suscep- 16/1/81
13 ! tibility !

_

17.6.2! Radiated Emissions !4/16/81
I

- _ -_ -

! ? Conducted 14/22/81
! Emissions !

!
17.6.1! Electrostatic 15/6/81
12 Discharge !

15.2.9! Leakage 14/22/81
* Current

STATUS

Passed
Class A FCC

Passed

Passed

Passed

6/3/81

!
!
!
!
J
!

!
!
!
!

!Prelim--Repeat 5/6 iMcBride!

ACTION ENGR/
! TECH
1

{Pratt

1Pratt
!
'Pratt

a 1

fother configuations! Pratt

J

!
!

!
!

None

None

None

!Casey
!
!Woomer
{Pratt
!Casey
! Pope

t

!

1

1

1

1

He

!



LIST A - PROGRAM TEAM MEMBERS

Program Manager Don DeRome ML1-2/E68

Project Engineer Al DeLuca ML1-2/E6@

oducts Manager Ed Tompkins ML1-5/B95

Carl Cline MML5-2/T53

- NEED TO KNOW

Engineering Manager Paul Gardner ML1-2/E60
RX Pro ject Engineer Bruce Meacham ML1-2/E68
VT278
Product Manager Gary Cole MK1-1/A06
Mechanical Engineer Jim Walls ML6-2/E66
New Pr
N.P. Project Manager Dave Lamothe WF
Customer Services

LIST B

Herb Shanzer
Si Lyle
Dave Knoll
Joe Casey
Frank Grimaldi
Roger Lawson
Gil White
Harry Drab
Paul Benigni

Tom Wright
Don Chace
Rigaud Lee
Lou Poiries
Jim Ballance
Lou Blount
Terry Colligan
Mike Neuffer
Steve Piligam

Ron Cajolet
Ken Olsen
Stan Olsen
Gordon Bell
Ron Cadieux
Mike Ford
Lino Mion
Roger Gogan
Larry Narhi

Larry Reboulet Dave Zopf Tom Belton
Roy Kizina Art Baily Dick Schuh
Carl Redfield Fred Williams John Cameron
Ron Gathro Ollie Stone Jim Demas

Ann Haase Shirley MacKenna

Dick Esten Tom Aloise Dick Gonzales
Barry Davilli Ted Webber Barbara Kelly
John Kirk Peter Brown vic Bellemare
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digital INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

Buzz Brooks DEPT: Corporate Marketing
Steve Coleman EXT: 223-5942

SUBJ:

TO: Si Lyle DATE: May 12, 1981
cc: Gordon Bell " FROM: Ted Johnson

Stan Olsen LOC/MAIL_ STOP: ML10-2/A55
Mike Tomasic

278 (WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? of 21%

The attached memo and minutes on the 8 and 278 are quite
clear.
Was there a specific cost goal for:
1. The lowest cost possible bounded 8 system?
2. 8-based low end word processor?
What would we have instead at this time!

am not interested in history or promoting fungis.
But are we going to get these?

The pressure is on to have a "bounded WP" (see Ron Jansen's
memo). Can we agree on our needs at the professional
workstation level? Can we agree on a set of products?

If we are not going to compete with Lanier, IBM, and Wang at
the S/A level, let's find a way to say so.

Incidentally, I am very concerned about full-page graphics.
My gut tells me that this will be a very popular feature.

gg
1:5.13
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INTEROFFICE MEMO

DRAFT.

TO: John Clarke DATE: 12/4/78 Mon 16:49: 34\°
Roy Moffa FROM: Dick Clayton

ec: Stan Olsen DEPT: Computer Systems Development

LOC/MAIL STOP: 12-2/E71
Bill Long EXT: 3638

SUBJECT: PDP 8

At Operations Committee on December 4, 1978, the following ections
were taken:

a) Stan (keyed off needs) will drive White Tornado II
as lowest cost bounded) PDP-8 system possible. it is to run
sing user ibbs Processing.

b) Stan, and his designate, will manage the totel PDP-8 business
from the corporate perspective including the Tech OEM, Tech End

User, Word Processing, Commercial End User and OEM, Typeset,
Store, etc. The details of this will be worked out by Stan
before the end of the month. At the moment, it feels like Stan
will sponsor the PDP-8 Product Management process (presently
executed by Jim Willis and Gary Cole) and insure it works

operational responsibility for the PDP-8 remains in its several
product lines as presently constituted.

The businesseffectively and in Digital's total interest

Jan 749 - Proce Q pos Shu p jan t174

Chip

FCS
Ort 80

Wf Horst
an

+

Puy
?



COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

MINUTES OF THE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
MEETING - DECEMBER 4,1978

Attendees: Jack Smith, Win Hindle, John Leng, Al Bertocchi,
Andy Knowles, Jack Shields, Julius Marcus, Stan Olsen,
Ted Johnson, Gordon Bell, Shel Davis, Dick Clayton,
Bill Thompson, Ken Olsen, Bill Long

OEM/END USER ORGANIZATION PHILOSOPHY - Win Hindle
Ken raised the question of whether we had done the right thing in

moving Word Processing OEMs to the COEM group. We agreed that Ted

should take another look at that decision from the field point of
view. We endorsed the philosophy stated in Win's memo, with Stan
the only dissenter. Ted will come back with an opinion on the best

1.

way to handle the Word Processing OEMs.

2 . JAPANESE TECHNICAL BOOKS - Andy Knowles
Gordon wants to avoid aiding in the mass education of the Japanese
in our business. The majority of the committee voted in favor of

allowing the translation and publication of John McNamara's book

"Technical Aspects of Data Communications". The fact that this
question came up at all raises the more basic question: should we

be treating our activity in Japan in a special way? We deferred
this latter question, with the intention of having Carl Janzen

explore this with us at another time.

3. PDP-8 NEW PROJECTS: THE WHITE TORNADO - Dick Clayton
It appears that the project for a Harris-chip version of the -

Ken feels that this question is of large magnitude,
8 has

been cancelled.
should not be decided in engineering but rather at Operations

Stan wants the project to continue for
Committee, perhaps the BOD.

Evidence
an entry-level STORE product, and intends to propose that.
indicated that we can build an eight-based product at a significant
cost advantage over an equivalent eleven-based product, for a low-end

word processor. Ken insists that we also explain what happens to the

existing $30M business before we get out of it. John Leng and Julius



MINUTES OF THE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

MEETING - DECEMBER 4, 1978

PAGE THQ

4

agreed that Stan should drive this in the interest of the STORE

principally but not losing sight of the interests of the existing
OEMs. Stan provided a handout, "A Low Cost Single-User System"

detailing his engineering project. Pending any decision to the

contrary, we should consider that the project is on again; marketing
and engineering details are to be provided by John and Stan.
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TO? XGORDON BELL
FROM KEN MAYERS

ec} see "CC" LISTRIBUTION DEFT? CORF MESSAGE SVCS
EXT? 223-6485
LOC/MAIL

ATE $ MOW 11 MAY 1981 11300 FM EDT

SUBJECT? RES RE? RE? 278 TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS

I have reauested that OIS Develorment sive me an estimate of
the time reauired to do the ANSI escare seauence work. I
will then weish thet esgainst our other outstandins taskes
assign it @ Priority, end work with OIS Tlev on develorins
3 realistic timetadle for the work.

As you imely in vour messeder it is mot 3 bid deal -- teken
by itself. But we've got en awful lot of bigs dewls" toa
work ons ell of which edd ur to @ bis desl for our limited
FESOUTCES +

Tt presume vour rroduct version hes already dealt successfully
with this rroblem. Is mu reresumetion valid? If sor we mey be
able to use some of their work,

Li-MAY-81 23304230 § 25544 EMO]

"CC* DISTRIBUTIONS

FAUL CHUNG SAM FULLER JOHN KIRK
BILL FICOTT HERB SHANZER OLLIE STONE
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TO: TED JOHNSON DATE: SAT 9 MAY 1981 12:29

SI LYLE FROM: GORDON BELL
ec: see "CC" DISTRIBUTION DEPT: ENG STAFF

EST

EXT: 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12-1/A51

SUBJECT: RE: KHO'S MAY 4 MEMO RE APRIL 18 OC MTG + 278 PROPOSAL

I sent a note to Gary Cole to present this. Please contact
him to get it on the meeting agenda. I also suggest that
Gary have the whole team photographed and sent to OC. We also
should put down an organization chart.

The big question: are we going to sell it in any interesting
way, or are we limited, as we have been in the past by selling
through the small, but high quality wps p/1?

Have just asked Bruce to look at things that make it better
(faster). Despite Ken's enthusiasm and that of our secretaries,
I don't see it beating anyone in terms of price and performance

and competition is just going to get worse.

Therefore, given that we have only a so-so product, we are
going to be totally dependent on our proven, superb marketing.
At some point, there should be a business plan that says this
is going to be done well in terms of units, profit, etc.
There just has to be a way to get the product to our own

customers, otherwise, we are doomed to the current abyss!

At least the 3 wps systems I typed on at NCC seem to be faster
and cheaper to produce (Burroughs, IBM, and Wang). I suspect
there were many more in the basement that the Japanese had.
This, simply means the burden is on finding some way to market
the 278, cause the product will not sell itself. If we can
now, just be REALISTIC and CALM about the situation, we have
a chance to do something, if we persist in pandamonium, we

will continue to get creamed.

Please, please, let's start thinking and stop shouting.
We have a real, important marketing opportunity.

"CC" DISTRIBUTION:

G COLE AND 0 STONE STAN OLSEN HERB SHANZER
BRUCE STEWART OLLIE STONE

GB2.S6.37
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TOs BUZZ BROOKS
ST LYLE

DATE! FRI 8 MAY 1981 106356 AM ELT
FROM? TED JOHNSON

MIKE TOMASIC DEFT! CORPORATE MARKETING
EXT! 223-5942
LOC/MAIL

SURJECT! 278 ISSUE

Jake seus the 278 nes never been a Frocessor issue. It's an
RX02/staraege Lesue.

Who should have done what to fix this liability?
lloes anyone believe in trying any harder to meke the 278 into
a more competitive Froduct.
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KEN OLSEN IS LOOKING FOR THE HISTORY OF SPENDING ON THE 11/23, 78, AND

YEAR.

IN ADDITION, HOW..MANY PEOPLE WE HAVE WORKING ON THESE PROJECTS.

a

THE 278 FOR THE LAST THREE YEARS AS WELL AS OUR PLANS 'FOR THE NEXT
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TO OPERATIONS COMMITTEE: DATES MON 4 MAY 1981 11:30 EST
FROM KEN OLSENect STEVE COLEMAN DEPT? ANMINISTRATION
EXT? 223-2301
LOC/MAIL STOP?

SUBJECT? APRIL 18» OC MEETING - 278 FROFOSAL

At the next Orerations Committee Meetings I would like to haverrorosal on our rlens for the 278.

The 8 srour was abolished veer or so asos and I do mot think we
have @ team that believes in the 278, It is hard to imagine it
ever being @ success without 3 team and 3 rrovects ganda crew
committed to makings it work.

The ought to convinee us to have this teams thet there
16 3 markety end that it will be 8 success.

K013S4.7
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PEPPTETEPTRERER EES

TO: see "TO" DISTRIBUTION DATE: SAT 2 MAY 1981 16303
EST

FROM: GORDON BELL
ce: STAN OLSEN DEPT: ENG STAFF

OPERATIONS COMMITTEE: EXT: 223-2236
OLLIE STONE LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12-1/A51

PEA ETIOI IE PES

SUBJECT: THE 278, WHAT COST, WHAT PAYOFF, WHAT RISK?

I think we had better start listening to our engineers. I'm
ready to. Shall we get together this weekend, or how about
early monday morning. This sounds like a potential
disaster of even greater proportions.

If/when we get the new stand, it will be a megabuck project.
Is this really going to get us any increase in sales? At
an increased cost, I have real trouble in answering
why we should do it.
"TO" DISTRIBUTION:

DAVE KNOLL SI LYLE KEN OLSEN

ATTACHED: MEMO; 180

OEE

TO: STAN OLSEN DATE: FRI 1 MAY 1981 14:16 EDT
FROM: OLLIE STONE

ec: see "CC" DISTRIBUTION DEPT: APPLICATIONS
EXT: 264-7480
LOC/MAIL STOP: MK1~1C6/1C6

SUBJECT: THE DECMATE PEDESTAL DISK SYSTEM

digital INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Stan Olsen DATE: 01 MAY 81
FROM: Gary Cole
DEPT: DEQnate Product

Mgr.
EXT: 264-7478



SUBJ: The DEQnate Pedestal Disk System

Over the last two weeks I have become increasingly
eoncerned about this product and whether it is a viable
device for CPG to commit its 100m$ plan to for 1982.

First Issue: Product Readiness

The product is not going to be ready for ship by
the end of May. UL/CSA certification will be delayed
until mid-July (nothing ships without it.) DEC 102
testing is not completed and the unit fails drop test,
FCC and static testing as of today.

LOCATION: MK1/1C6

Second Issue: Product Design

The product design is good in concept, but not so
good as implemented. It is virtually unserviceable by
the average terminals group field service technician.
Over an hour is required to replace a drive, twice as
long as servicing the RX78. The pedestal is
mechanically unstable - top heavy, and requires an
extendable front foot assembly to be used when the
keyboard shelf is attached. 3) It is noisier than our
existing RX78 4) Although it is not at all hard to
"install", you must have an elevator and fork truck to
move it (>150/LBS) which seems to be to be the wrong
requirements for a customer installable product. It
cannot be carried in a car without 2 or 3 people to lift
it in or out.

Third Issue: Product Cost

The pedestal disk was intended to reduce our system
cost by 180 dollars. Recently it has been determined
that its 1982 manufacturing cost will be $435 more than
a table top RX78 system and $271 more than a H978
mounted system. These figures are the most recent
available from new products group in Westfield and are
40% above the engineering estimate of last month. This
reduces our gross margin by 3-4 million dollars in CPG

in FY '82. I consider this totally unacceptable.

Fourth Issue: Product Risk

We are putting the entire future of WPG and RPG on

the line when we start delivery DECmates, I believe that
we have a substantial risk of catastrophe by proceeding
with the crash project production and ship of the



pedestal system. I have interviewed most of the members
of the 278 project team and find that most of them share
this view for various specific reasons.

Recommendations:

1. DO introduce the DECmate using the RX78 tabletop
floppy and H978 optional desk, as scheduled at the
end of June.

2. DO NOT introduc e or commit to delivery the RX02-P
pedestal disk until

a. DEC standards are met, UL/CSA & FCC compliance
is achieved.

b. Cost is, at the very least, made competitive
with the RX78/H978 and consistant with our
business plan,

c. Serviceability and quality issues are brought
up to reasonable issues.

3. If it does not appear that (2) can be achieved with
6 months, then let's abandon this effort and direct
the funds toward the minifloppy, which is certain
to reduce cost of our system by 500$ or more.

Other than the pedestal, the 278 if fully ready to be
shipped in high volume as a highly reliable, customer
installable product. I recommend that we do so.

I also recommended that we reconsider making the H9780
(Cube/Desk) assembly available as an extra cost option since
it is very attractive and makes a very functional
workstation. The design of that product is complete, and a
hundred units are in stock.

DECmate Transfer Cost Summary

FY '82 Transfer Costs. (Actual or best estimates as of
4/30/81)

Components

RX78-RA (existing tabletop RX02) $1063 <committed>

planned)

H978-AA (existing 78 stand) $164 <committed>

VT278-AA (@10K build rate) $1172 <committed>

RX02-PF (new pedestal Rx02) $1498 <estimate>[$1073



2-drive systems (95% of sales)

VT278 with RX78 $2235

VT278 with RX78 with H978 $2399

VT278 with RX02-PA $2670

4Y-drive systems (5% of sales)

VT278 with 2-RX78 with H978 $3562

VT278 with RX02~PF $3586

At a volume of 10,000 sales in FY '82 the use of the
RX02=P will reduce gross margin by 4.3 million if H978 were
to sold as an extra cost option on RX78 system or 2.7 million
if the H978 was bundled into every system at constant price.

jp

Distribution:

Gordon Bell
Buzz Brooks
Tom Campbell
Don Derome
Dave Dorschel
Paul Gardner
Paul McGaunn
Dave Knoll
Si Lyle
Ken Olsen
Dick Price

01-MAY-81 14:22:22 S 11596 EMMK

"CC" DISTRIBUTION:

GORDON BELL BUZZ BROOKS TOM CAMPBELL
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*digital*
TO: OLLIE STONE DATE: MON 20 APR 1981 10:59
EST

FROM: GORDON BELL
ce: see "CC" DISTRIBUTION DEPT: ENG STAFF

EXT: 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12=1/A51

SUBJECT: RE: RE: NOTE ON CONTROL OF THE 278

I don't think the 278 is going to matter very much in the
grand scheme of things. Let's start now to get it under
control though. I believe, probably like Ken, that the main
thing is to get the 278 out. All the folks working on it would
have charged their time to something, but with the 278 as a
cause they've probably worked much harder and with more
focus. Thus, from a corporate viewpoint, we are probably
ahead. Also, the decision to switch package
types was made by Ken, I believe, and given this, it's up to
you to get the best deal we can with it. Is there anyway
we can salvage the parts and use them internally?

Just get us under control as best you can... but get the product out.

"CC" DISTRIBUTION:

TOM CAMPBELL BILL JOHNSON SI LYLE
STAN OLSEN

GB2.S6.5
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TO: KEN OLSEN DATE: SAT 18 APR 1981 15:47

FROM: GORDON BELL
DEPT: ENG STAFF
EXT: 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12=1/A51

EST

SUBJECT: RE: FUTURE PACKAGING OF 278 AND 11/23

It would seem the CT crt is most ideal. It does tilt, it
only is the crt and can be positioned anywhere.

I think you have a runaway situation with the cabinet. It
was the goal at one time to be able to ship it in a cardboard box
through UPS and have the customer put it together like
he does a hifi. Now, through a series of minor transformations
you have incremented the thing to a stationwagon as being defined
as what portability means. I don't have a stationwagon, nor do
I intend to get one. I suuspect that there are other
customers in the same boat (or without this sort of boat).

Apple is going to continue to cream us. The 278 will only
help them by further draining our cash. I figure their
ACE is the Apple III with lots of memory AND a Very Good
WPS system which is finally possible because of the
screen, the bigger memory and their expandability. Note the
add in the May Scientific American.

The reason Apple will get more sales than us or Wang is
the carriability (We need a word cause you have destroyed
the meaning of portability) by having it associated
with the 278. (As a by~product of stationwagon portability,
you get a whole set of costs ... that we ignore in our costing
and thinking. Since they are there, it either means continued
negative profit on each one or continued ignoring us in
the marketplace.

Damn it, We gotta have a computer that the user can use
in many of the varied ways he will, it has to be carriable,
assemblable and expandable. Also, it had better be big
enough to get our software on (probably 128K ... not 64K as
we dreamed last nite).
GB2.S6.3
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TO: KEN OLSEN DATE: WED 15 APR 1981 19:40
EST

FROM: GORDON BELL
DEPT: ENG STAFF
EXT: 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12~1/A51

SUBJECT: RE: NOVEMBER 1981 FIVE YEAR PLAN MEETING

There are lots of folks involved with the 278.
This was a golden rule project. In retrospect, I goofed
by agreeing to do it. It was a typical, kamakazee job
like all the others in the low end, done with a small crew
of hardware folks, for an inadequate amount. We spent
millions in software though in a completely unbalanced way.

Remember the cast of thousands are the ones who are
doing the engineering on the products so that we can have profit
enough so that you can sponsor these idiotic projects with
Stan. If Stan's P/L's didn't get the revenues from the
other products, (like the 100, 120, etc.) sold as part of
the large systems, there would be no money to build these
marginal products in a half-baked fashion.

I do hope you understand this whole mechanism a bit... just
which side our bread is buttered on and who is bringing home
the bacon and who is spending the bread money on betting at

totally understand this. Tell me you do and that it's just
an act.

the races and at the lottery. Sometimes I think you don't

Your drive for interim products at a time when we have an
incredible array of mid-life kickers and interim products
in order to live tomorrow really blows my mind. I don't
believe you bought into Win's corporate Quality push. The
crap you are advocating is all very marginal, in
terms of cost-effectiveness. It is low in quality, and

in no way can 3 half-baked products sell like one average one.

We really can only afford great products, and when we fail
at these by making pretty good ones we may be able to
skim by. But to start by building average ones is pre-ordained
and continued failure. I want to stamp out average-ness...
you get this for free when trying to be above average.

I came to DEC several thousand years ago because there
was a notion that it was going to build very good products



ae

and I can remember spending lots of time in the hiring
process cause we only wanted to hire very good people.

I remember explaining this philosphy to others and they
would always ask, where do you get the average people
that the world needs to really make things go? At
one point, someone told me or I figured it out that the average
is something you get as a mistake when you don't make the best.
So you really never should hire these folks, you get them for
free as errors in hiring really good people.

Products are like this. I don't ever want to be involved in
building an average product, and normally if I see one
I avoid it too. I really can't stand to worry
about them either cause there are so many of them
around and I'd go crazy if I ever thought very long
about them ... it's like trying to keep squirrels away from
the bird food. I view you often are out giving pep pills
to the squirrels... which is ok by me, cause I normally don't
notice squirrels. What I don't want to happen is to demotivate
the giants who gather our food at the same time we feed the
squirrels who only seem to eat away at it.
GB2.S5.67
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TO: see "TO" DISTRIBUTION DATE: SUN 12 APR 1981 13:42

FROM: GORDON BELL
DEPT: ENG STAFF
EXT: 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12=1/A51

EST

SUBJECT: WE HAVE TO HAVE A WORKING 278 BEFORE WE CAN SHIP IT!

I don't believe the 278 is anywhere near being ready to produce.
It doesn't have the quality, nor does it appear to have been
adequately tested prior to it being available to me as a
test site. It seems to have all the old problems, The
package is disappointing too. I trust these will be solved
by the new Gonzales/Olsen package.

Something is wrong with the software/firmware:
.the auto-repeat when you hold down the keys is simply
not acceptable and THE PRODUCT WILL NOT BE SHIPPED UNTIL THIS
GETS FIXED! I'm tired of these kind of sloppy products, so
get it fixed. The VT173 editor on VAX works right, ie. when

you hold down the key, the cursor takes off and moves slowly
at first, gets faster and in no case moves faster than it
ean execute. In the 278, holding down the key executes
a bunch of commands and eventually they get executed, but it's
too late. In the case of the editor, it would seem
that you have to remove the function from the terminal
macrocode, hand it to the editor to deal with. This auto-repeat
can work very well, but it has to be designed, not a free for
a 11 between the hardware and software folks.

.The cursor seems to be the wrong shape, and I find it
disruptive. This was mentioned before. We have some folks
who can help immediately on this one, get help.

.This particular keyboard sticks. I thought we got all these out
of the system. If a customer gets one, he'll simply by Wang
next time. I hate to think of all the customers who ended up
with these keyboards on VT100's and LA's who thought they were

buying quality products.

.When you come up in terminal mode, it could simply report that
it's a vT100, assuming it is. This one drives me crazy cause
EMS thinks it's a printer, and I get backslashes instead of
backspaces.

.Qur WPS Polish Editor. It is increasingly clear to me that
this editor is sure costly in terms of the way one deals with
the page and cursor. Recall that a Polish editor is one that
instead of positioning the cursor to find something, positions



the page. Several months ago I requested that we
try an experiment and build the changes so that it works
decently. We know how! EDT, the VT173, the VT134 editor, etc.all work fine. Let's have a trial change fix for this within
two weeks. If you don't have the proposed change, then let me
know.

The machine I have occasionally produces flaky patterns on
the screen. Under certain circumstances, there are random
marks that go across the screen. This ain't quality.
Is the machine electrically screwed up? Is it a timing
bug where the machine can't keep up with the real time
and hence paints garbage? (If there is a timing problem,
then let's figure out how to put up something decent, or to
blank the screen for a whole cycle, If the software
knows when something is missed, then it would be best
to simply turn off the display for the rest of the scan.)
Again, do you know about this problem?

eGlare. I trust Ken is solving this one. iIt has to be solved.

I like the printer, though am anxiously awainting the LA24.

PACKAGING
I hope Ken has a place for the modem, spare floppies, the

manuals (we haven't given him this requirement), a place for often
used information (phone numbers, instructions) and paper.
It would seem that if we have the two floppy case, the extra
two floppies could be dummies and be replaced by drawers. Is
there enough room to store papers, floppies?

Frankly, I am extremely disappointed in the 278 I have, cause we spent
an incredibly long time last summer in trying to work on all these
details with the Industrial Design group. The 278 is only attended to
superficially. MORE THAN EVER, I WANT THE INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS OF THE
PRODUCT TO CO-LOCATE WITH THE PRODUCT DESIGNERS, NOT WITH THEMSELVES.
DICK SCHNEIDER AND JOHN HOLMAN, IS THIS CLEAR?

We can take several attitudes about the system (a rehash of what we
discussed last summer when we swore we would stop designing crappy
products:

1. build components, they are small, unobtrusive and it's up to the
user to make it into a clean system and be something useful

2. build it as a system as good as we know how. Unfortunately, like
the 278, this may take up a lot of space, solve many problems
but doesn't go all the way. The user has to deal with the manuals,
floppy storage, paper holder. If I use the 278 I have for
very long, then'll try to get sound deadener (auto parts store), a

good paper holder somehow, put a drawer in it for floppies, and put
a book shelf under it where my legs go. The modem and telephone on

top of the ert though kludgy looking is functional as hell. (Note,
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I have to solve Ma Bell's problem cause the modem carrier rings in
my ear... I simply can't believe that Ma Bell has any notion of
quality! We should all laugh when we hear that Ma Bell thinks it is
going to, should or can compete with IBM.)

3. build a set of modules so that the user can build a good system
without having to be a total designer (like case 1), nor a redesigner.
Frankly, I would hope we could take approach 3 with the NEW 278. Ken
believes this is what we have in the new 278.

I hope we are designing for the Dreyfus average man. As one who is
only about 4# heavy in regard to the average, I hope we get these
problems solved before we deliver the product.

Am anxiously awaiting the next version.

It's clear we have the knowledge to build a great product,
now let's get the details completed so we really have one.

"TO" DISTRIBUTION:

GARY COLE AND STEWART RICHARD GONZALES JOHN HOLMAN

JOHN KIRK KEN OLSEN OWEN FISKE AND
STEWART
DICK SCHNEIDER HERB SHANZER BRUCE STEWART

GB2.S5.64
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TO: MARY JANE FORBES DATE: THU 26 MAR 1981 21:11

FROM: GORDON BELL
cc: JOHN KIRK DEPT: ENG STAFF

EXT: 223-2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12=1/A51

EST

SUBJECT: THE 278 I HAVE; I'LL BE HOME ALL WEEKEND AND I WANT IT UP

I have been delivered a piece of disfunctional crap!

Pleae call the necessary hardware and software engineers and
get the god damn thing fixed.

Paula left me a note indiceating a problem with it
in reaggard to whether it types correctly
when initiallized.
Also, it has the same bug it used to have when initialized
in terminal mode. namely, I think it thinks its a typewriter.

In this regard, typing rub out evokes a backslash, not a backspace
and a delete.

It sounds, I think, noisier than the 78.

I thought this had been checked before it was delivered.

I don't know whether it works as a wps cause there is no

floppy, therefore, bring a floppy.

I gotta have this system up, and 1 don't like being
left with no operational system.

Please get people moving as I have a heavy
weekend ahead and as of this instant, there is something! th
that is worse than a dumb terminal staring at me.

GB2.S5.26
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digital INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
To

DAT 29-MAR-81TO: Gerry Moore
Stan Olsen FROM Ollie Stone

CC: RPG Staff DEPT: Retail ProductsEXT: 264-7488
Al Davis
Gary LOCATION : MK1-1C6
Jack Lockhart<-
Avram MillerSi.Lyle
Bruce Stewart

SUBJ: HARDWARE PRODUCTS AND MIGRATION

The graph below shows our present and future small systemproducts and my estimate of the product migration for each ofthese products. I believe this chart can realistically beused for long term planning of our future software products.Note that the four products that emerge from the chart in1984-1986 are non-overlapping and cover the product spectrumquite adequately.

Some of the rationale for the chart follows (see theattached glossary for definitions of the systems):
The 278 replaces the 78, although the 78is sold until inventory is depleted.
The SWP-8 is only sold until the OFIS
software on the SWP-11 equals the

this time.) If all goes well, there may we ghouls ho t
never be a SWP-8,

be clonefoduct

functionality of WPS-8. (We must migra e
the application software to SWP-1ll by low

CT we?
The CT with mini floppy system will off es
full functionality Word Processing. It *° back Pagewill obsolete the RX-278 as soon as its

»
9 "pb data storage capacity equals that of the

ct RX-278 and as soon as its word processing
ar eus software matches that of the RX278.

O The RL-278 will be obsoleted bY a RSTS (Ss bed

RL has sed CT product. Rainbow will migrate a founds
to CT7MW>) The Tailorable Application
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RL278 The VT-278 with RL#2 disks.

RX78 Our present VT78.

GLOSSARY

A multi terminal CT with removable disk.CT-RD

The CT with mini winchester. CT- ($e Fu S gle7&3CT-MW

RX278 VT~278 with floppy drives. (> t
CT-MF1 The CT with 8@@kb or greater mini floppy ( (ea

diskettes,
CT-MF The CT with mini floppies. TH

9 >
SWP-8/11 The Small Word Processor with either a

S (

PDP-8or PDP-22 CPU.
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di gital INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Bruce Stewart DATE:
FROM:
DEPT;

cc: Jim Beckwith EXT:
Gordon Bell LOCATION:
Buzz Brooks
Roger Cady

62
Ga yc
27
2647478

MK1/1A6

Art Campbell
Dave Dorschel
Owen Fisk
Paul Gardner
Jack Gilmore
John Kirk
Gerry Moore
Steve Morgan
Larry Narhi
Stan Olsen
Ollie Stone
Bob Travis
Ted Webber
Jim Willis

SUBJ: A Low Cost Word Processing Terminal Based on the 278
Office Computer

A meeting was held December 1, 1988 with John Kirk,
Larry Narhi, Jack Gilmore, Bob Travis, Paui Gardner and
myself. The meeting focused on possible methods of producing
a lower cost but highly marketable Word Processing Device
quickly using the VT278 and WPS/8 as a base.

We started with 3 general concepts:
1. Minifloppy Storage for 278

2. TU58 Based VT278

3. Other Variation of VT278

The minifloppy approach was rejected because it would
require 21-24 months to implement.

The tape based strategy was analyzed both as a "tape in
the tube" and aS an external option. In both cases we
assumed the existing TU58 drives and electronics as used in
the VT103 and PDT138. In order to achieve acceptable word
processing performance we concluded that a large solid state



working memory was needed. This device is buildable but hasseveral problems: 1) very expensive media ($15 a tape); 2)relatively high cost ($1888 - $2100) which puts it within
$196 of the base 278 floppy system but with less function--ality; 3) slow performance in document retrival & filing ali
through editing speed is good (38 Seconds - 2 minutes to getor file document); 4) only fair reliability.
is to design a ROM based word processing terminal with WPS/8software and 278 hardware. This "Video Typewriter" wouldfunction as a computer terminal as well as a word processor.

The third discussion led to a more promising idea. This

We believe that with a new $498 option module we could
Provide 64KW of WPS/8 software (most of the functionality),20-38 pages of document storage and asynchronous
communication channel within the terminal shell. This "Word
Terminal" would be positioned as a high function member of
our terminal family and as a entrypoint to our computer
family. Since it would be a standard 278, it would be
expandable to RX and RL storage and would use all serial
printers. Since it would be based on WPS/8 software, it
would have CX and DX communications as well as "DEC
compatible" Word Processing and VT1@@ emulation. Using these
communications facilities, it could store and retrieve
documents on any DEC Host computer or another 278.

The final product would have a transfer cost of $1508, a
BMC of $38 or less, and couid have an FCS in Q3 82 if
resources were assembled quickly.

The development consists of a module project and a
software project. The moduie project is $300-S400K and about
13 months from start to ship with an aggressive effort. The
Software project is more difficult to estimate but is likely
to be in the $5@@K range if a reasonable set of objectives is
established. (Bruce Stewart to evaluate.)

I find this idea appealing. It builds on our strengths
in the terminal marketplace while establishing a compatible
but new position in the word processing market. It works
with every host computer. It is not only $1000 less
expensive than a communicating 278 floppy system, but it also
has 1/2 the BMC, so that very real progress is made on cost
of ownership. None of the 278 functionality is excluded. It
distributable. And it's available quickly, well before the
CT series and coincident with full volume 278 production.
is fully tabletop, user installable, and reseller

Please consider this idea carefully and communicate your
comments to me. Meanwhile we will take a careful look at the
hardware side of the project in order to validate the cost
estimates.
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WT278 VIDEO TYPEWRITER

$3500 and worth it!
VT168 compatibility
Word Processing Firmware

with Document Creation
with Editing with Rulers
with User Defined Keys
with Cut/Paste/Search
with Simultaneous Printing
with Character Level Communication to Time Shared System

with Document Level Communication to DEC systems and
other WT278's

with 25 Page Document Storage
Low Maintenance Cost

Uses Any Serial Printer
Direct Expansion to 42 Megabyte Office Computer

International Character Set
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TOs *KGORTON BELL DATE

+
FRI 21 NOV 1989 4339 FM EST

FRO + HERE SHANZER
eet see DISTRIBUTION TEP T 3 C Sti

EXT 3 225-5159
LOC/MAIL STOR? MLI-2/E60

SUBJECT 3 ATTACHET MEMO

TO? GORTON BELL DATE $

FROME
DEFT

CC? flick Clayton EXT?
Gary Cole LOC?
Fawl Gerdner
Jonnm Karl.
Avram Miller
Larry Nerhi
Ollie Stone

SUBJECT? ALTERHATES TU CURRENT

Fossibility of
of the CTico,

We are asked to evaluate tie
VT27?8 rackede in
Fhesicel sizes time Luo markets cozt in that
investigated the alternetives that
is recuired another bus oul would be mecded
CT100 to market since Line TEE is one of tie

RX78 ALTERNATIVES

Bue-Out 3 1/4" drive with R/W Electronics
~ Caracitus

Table Torr 6"H x 1O"W x~ Fackesce
~ Costs

best case- Time to Market? 18 morntlns

~ Unfemiliar drive/srares to Field Service
Limited Life

INTERUFFICE

12"h

NEBORANNUA

11/21/80 Fri 133037342
Herb Snanzer
Sm Sus Prod Dev
223-5159
M.1-2/b60

VIS7E/RX73 PRODUCT

coming oul with @ smaller
yne@ Friorities were
order. We nave
if @ mini-florrs solution
tou c+ beset the
kew CT100 schedule AGE +

400 Kine les to 1.4 Mbytes (2 diskettes)

$400 to $800 Subzystem with FA&T

with



Anather (distribution) medis

Must edd switched AL
Fower

New design reguired for control
FCC

for common sus

electronics



KXOS [irivess Electronics end Fowar Suerlu in POT Footrrint
~ Cerecitys 1 Moyte (2
~ Peckede? Totble Tors LA"H » 1 Wi ow

~ Cost' arrroximately same as RX78
- Time to Market? i2 months

AGvarntades

~ Familigr drive/ersare for Field Service
~ Existing electronics mo maed fur (Redesign

~ Must edd switched 1ecertucle
- Rerackade H771 Clodsu's RX surrlu) or re-sesign

POY sueely
- FUT reckase must be altered clightiu to fit current RX modules
- Higher end slighils uslier

CONCLUSIONS

Within 2-3 weeks we carn resurrect se runtdnms of eiblher
orrroach.
Neither errroach ceans sufficiently attractive to rursue
seriously.
~ Cost gdvanteses are mot rest ($109-$400 derending an stand

versus desk essumetions and which Gice vou ous out),
Teble tor has cabling implicetions.
Maximum lead-time to market over KO is 12 months +

costs of resources MPSUs market
distribution and elanning ceen too high in relation to
Payback.

3



ae If woe were to rrocecds tased uron our eriortized reauirementss
the R202 is ms clear choice. Vhe imelicetions of farai :

wind servicing another t seem excessive,
4, We will be herr to discuss this further with vou. ConteetLarry Narhis Faul Gerdner or myself unless we hear from wou wowill mot OCG: gd further,
he Conversations with Ollie lead me to believe thet TLE versianof the 278 may be sensible if wo believe that 278/C1100 co-

existence is and/ot ineviteble fur >

Lime frame, I'd rather concentrate evervane on the Cis howevers
I believe woe owo RPG a formal eroroel on this to rut the issue
to bed one wey or Lhe other. We will be back with @ be

15,

m+
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EXT: 223-2234

TE + ULI 1989
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SUBJECT: WES STRATEGY ESFECIALLY THE 200

Our meeting tonight seemed to focus an the issues of whether
ta continue on with the 2oo, More then every il hes to t es

rovel es Lo whether te conmlinue to se] 7.

My Fosition on the 200 ig etill the same? E : neering it will
reauire more enhancements both for merket viebilits Cho camm,
with other sustems and all the other things thet gut us the
Longs list of enhancement needs), and for Euroree, It hes different
cage than the 78/276 hence it will take our resources, It is
definitely interim and IT cen mot see blowing ene more resources

& direction that we don't want to ga irs
Customer/sales civen the interim mature of the
epoduct and likelihood of needing aor oxtrae
FTacessing Cerebilite es me wee reorle sek more sorhitbieaterts
t can't see selling it Chuving it if I think customer wice) when
it has such @ clears limited life.
Field service rersrective- 8'6 Gust don't heave the sraresr, Line
trainings the diagnostics end the overell learning that is

1 needed to make this e really colid Froduct. Alsas Lhe rower
Gensitey of 3 RL's in @ cabinet makes it : wonder L it anc
eertainly makes me make sure if dete the [DMT it must have,

, I don't believe it is im our best interest ar aur
customer's ta sell it.
Tt ma Agades aur fulurer dives dreams that t be fultfilled
(I still believe customers sre buying fulures as they know
comeuters evolve and get mure festure with Lime end will not

Worst of ell» it i interim and tekes us im @ direction
we don't want to go.

Overall

T STILL CAN STILL UNDERSTAND THAT WE BELIEVE MIGHT HAVE TO
SELL IT TO GET MORE FEQFLE ON TO QUR SYSTEM BASE ... but this
hes to be really euantified against the above risk.
We have to come forward with the alternative thet is rart of
the long renge which ruts the DX filing carebilite on RSTS
and other sustems to be the multi-terminal allerhnative. This
would #ive us the carabilities including the communications
anes and have us use @ base that cen be built or. Furthermore +

we can sell future because we are elanning to rut a mud
terminal version out, In this waw,s we could sell the 78 and
279 ano then evolve micels into the li quid Lupmine) vercian
whether it be with DFD or our own. This is comeletely elisned



with Gur current direction and it doesn't reeresent an elternativeinterim Froduct that we will nave to back out of.
we cam sell any number of existing users of RSTS users an

Furthermore»
our current WES stand slons sustems with confidence, Tt willeiso let us reference sell the DPD suctem,
Tom aria' Rots
We ere asking for the status of the RSTS DX rachase thet weneve and when we could have this rart of aur product direction
More » It would be mandstore to be ebleauick and to have = clegr direction that we could

to domo this
eel], Theif low risks but we do need to be eble to sive

& strong message and direction.
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